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UCT aspires to become a premier academic meeting 

point between South Africa, the rest of Africa and 

the world. Taking advantage of expanding global 

networks and our distinct vantage point in Africa, 

we are committed, through innovative research and 

scholarship, to grapple with the key issues of our natural 

and social worlds. We aim to produce graduates 

whose qualifications are internationally recognised and 

locally applicable, underpinned by values of engaged 

citizenship and social justice. UCT will promote diversity 

and transformation within our institution and beyond, 

including growing the next generation of academics.

MISSION
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This report of university highlights 

provides a window on the many 

achievements and successes of 

our community of staff and students – 

and of our institution at a broader level.

It focuses on the activities that underpin 

our mission to be a premier academic 

meeting point between South Africa, 

our continent and the world, and an 

institution committed to grappling with 

the key issues of our social and natural 

worlds. It also highlights our efforts to 

enrol and graduate a diverse student 

body and produce graduates who 

are internationally competitive and 

committed to engaged citizenship and 

social justice.

Although we have made important 

gains in latter years in the area of 

teaching, considerable challenges 

remain. While the graduation 

rates of UCT undergraduates are 

relatively good, students from severely 

disadvantaged schools lag behind 

their more privileged counterparts.

We are constantly reviewing our 

programmes that help students 

overcome prior educational 

disadvantage to ensure that all the 

students we admit have adequate 

opportunities to succeed.

Significant benchmarks indicate 

that research is flourishing at UCT. 

A myriad staff and student social 

initiatives – spanning all spheres of 

university life – show that this institution 

is fully committed to nation-building 

and to preparing a new generation of 

scholars able to grapple with issues 

that affect our country and continent.

International ratings reflect ongoing 

improvements. On the Times Higher 

Education (THE) World University 

Rankings UCT moved from 107 in 

2010 to 103 in 2011. The university 

also performed well in two other 

global university ranking systems in 

2011: the Quacquarelli Symonds 

(QS) World University Rankings for 

2011/12 placed UCT at number 

156, up from 161st place in 2010. 

The QS and the THE system continue 

to rank UCT as the only university in 

Africa in the top 200, and we remain 

the only African university in the top 

300 range of the 2011 Shanghai Jiao 

Tong Academic Ranking of World 

Universities.

The university’s strong performance 

is the direct result of the productivity 

and impact of UCT’s research, the 

university’s ability to attract research 

grants, the quality of its staffing, the 

international diversity of its staff and 

students, and the strong perceptions 

of the quality of its graduates by the 

international community.

FOREWORD
Dr Max Price, Vice-Chancellor

The senior team: (From left) Vice-Chancellor Dr Max Price, who has been reappointed for a second term, deputy vice-chancellors Professors 
Thandabantu Nhlapo, Sandra Klopper*, Danie Visser and Crain Soudien. (*Klopper succeeded Professor Jo Beall after an interim period in 
which Professor Nan Yeld acted as deputy vice-chancellor.)
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The Graduate School of Business 

(GSB) full-time MBA programme 

moved up 29 places to 60th place 

in the 2011 Financial Times (FT) of 

London’s Global MBA Top 100 

Ranking, and to 54th place in the 

2012 ranking. This degree was also 

ranked the top value-for-money MBA 

in the world in 2011. The GSB remains 

the only business school in Africa in the 

FT MBA Top 100, and ranks among 

the top five business schools based in 

the BRICS emergent-market countries – 

Brazil, Russia, India, China and South 

Africa.

These rankings are by no means 

the definitive word on academic 

excellence, but do demonstrate that 

our university is on the right path and 

that there is international recognition of 

the excellent work being undertaken at 

our institution.

UCT is a well-governed and financially 

sound institution, as is reflected in 

the financial section on page 17. 

We remain mindful that we need 

to continually balance needs and 

resources, and must do this in a way 

that increases the quality of the student 

experience, while ensuring that fees are 

never a barrier to coming to UCT.

I pay tribute to the inspired leadership 

seen at many levels throughout UCT, 

and to all the staff (academic and 

support), students and stakeholders who 

have grappled with the challenges we 

face as a university with an Afropolitan 

vision. All have made an invaluable 

contribution to the institution’s wellbeing.

INTSHAYELELO

Le ngxelo yezinto ezigqamileyo 

ngeyunivesithi ikrobisa kwizinto 

eziphambili ezibe yimpumelelo 

kubafundi nakubasebenzi – kuquka 

nempumelelo yeyunivesithi yethu 

kwimimandla eyahlukeneyo.

Lijolise ekubeni ngumjelo okrobisa 

ubani kwimisebenzi egqamileyo 

kumgomo wethu wokuba liziko 

elitshatsheleyo kwezemfundo phakathi 

koMzantsi Afrika, izwekazi lethu kunye 

nehlabathi, phofu sibe sikwaliziko 

elizinikele ekusebenzeni ngokuzinikela 

ngemiba engundoqo kwintlalo yethu 

nakubume-bendalo kwilizwe lethu. Le 

ngxelo ikwaqulethe nemizamo yethu 

ekuveliseni abafundi abohlukileyo 

abanokukwazi ukusebenza kumazwe 

ngamazwe nabanokuzijula ijacu 

ngokuphathelele ekusebenzeni 

njengabemi abangabo nasekulweleni 

ubulungisa entlalweni.

Nangona ke siye saqaqamba kule 

minyaka idlulileyo kwimimandla 

yokufundisa, isekho imingeni 

eqaphelekayo. Njengokuba 

imilinganiselo yabafundi 

abaphumelelayo eUCT ikhangeleka 

incomeka, impumelelo yabafundi 

bethu abantsundu ingasemva kakhulu 

kunaleyo yabafundi abamhlophe.

Sisoloko sihlaziya inkqubo yethu 

enceda abafundi ukuba bakwazi 

ukongamela ukusilela abanako 

ngenxa yemfundo engagqibelelanga 

abayifumene kwixa langaphambili 

ukuqinisekisa ukuba bonke abafundi 

esibamkelayo banawo ngokwaneleyo 

amathuba okuphumelela.

Imiqondiso engundoqo iveza ukuba 

uphando luhamba kakuhle kakhulu 

eUCT, kwaye intlaninge yemisebenzi 

yabafundisi-ntsapho kunye neyabafundi 

– edibanisa yonke imimandla 

yobomi beyunivesithi – iveza ukuba 

eli ziko lizinikezele ngokupheleleyo 

ekwakheni isizwe nasekuphekeni 

isizukulwana esitsha esiza kukwazi 

ukumelana nemiba echaphazela ilizwe 

kwanezwekazi lethu.

Imiqondiso yehlabathi ibonisa ukuba 

kukho utshintsho oluqhubekayo. 

IUCT inyukele phezulu ukusuka 

kwindawo ye-107 ngo-2010 ukuya 

kuma kwindawo ye-103 ku-2011, 

ngokwengxelo ye-Times Higher 

Education (THE) World University 

Rankings. Kwi-Quacquarelli 

Symonds (QS) World University 

Rankings zika-2011/12 i-UCT 

ibekwe kwindawo ye-156, ukusuka 

kwindawo ye-161 ebikuyo ngo-

2010. Kolu khuphiswano lwe-QS 

nenkqubo yeTHE kuyaqhutyekekwa 

nokubekwa kweUCT njengeyunivesithi 

ekuphela kwayo kwizwekazi leAfrika 

ukubalelwa kwezo ziphambili 

zingama-200 kwaye sithi kuphela 

kwiiyunivesithi zezwekazi leAfrika 

ukubalelwa kwezo ziphambili 

ezingama-300 kwi-2011 Shanghai 

Jiao Tong Academic Ranking of World 

Universities.

Lo msebenzi mhle weyunivesithi uzalwa 

ngumsebenzi weUCT ogqwesileyo 
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nefuthe lawo kuphando, impumelelo 

yale yunivesithi ekutsaleni izibonelelo 

zenkxaso-mali yophando, ukugqwesa 

kwabasebenzi bethu, ukuba nabafundi 

kunye nabafundisi-ntsapho abaphuma 

kumazwe ngamazwe, kunye 

nokuhlonitshwa kwezakhono zabo 

bafundi baphumelele kule yunivesithi 

lihlabathi ngokubanzi.

Inkqubo yabafundi basemini ye-MBA 

ekwi-Graduate School of Business 

(GSB) inyuke kangangezikhundla 

ezingama-29 ukuya kwindawo yama-

60 ku-2011 ngokweziphumo ze-

Financial Times (FT) of London’s Global 

MBA Top 100 Ranking nakwindawo 

yema-54 ku-2012. Isidanga sezi 

zifundo sikwachazwe njengesona 

sikwinqanaba eliphezulu ngokwemali 

phakathi kwezifundo zeMBA 

kwihlabathi. Ezi zifundo zethu zeGSB 

kuphela kwesikolo soshishino eAfrika 

esikwizikolo eziphambili ezilikhulu 

kwi-FT MBA Top 100 kwaye sisesinye 

sezintlanu eziphezulu ezikwiqela 

lamazwe orhwebelwano eBRICS – 

Brazil, Russia, India, China noMzantsi 

Afrika.

Ezona zinto ziphambili kwesi 

sishwankathelo saseUCT ziza 

kuveza ukuba eli ziko lizinikezele 

ngokupheleleyo ekwakheni isizwe 

nasekuveliseni isizukulwana esitsha 

sabafundi abakwaziyo ukujongana 

nezinto ezingumngeni kwilizwe lethu 

nakwizwekazi lethu.

IUCT liziko elizinzileyo nelifezekileyo 

ngokwasezimalini nanjengoko 

kudandalazisiwe kwicandelo lezimali 

kwiphepha lesi-17. Asiyilibali into 

yokuba iziko elifana neUCT lidinga 

ulwazi lokwenza kubekho ukulingana 

phakathi kweemfuno noovimba, kwaye 

oku kwenziwe ngokomgqaliselo 

onguwo nangokuchanekileyo 

ngendlela apha ephuhlisa izinga 

lolwazi olufunyanwa ngabafundi ngeli 

lixa iqinisekisa ukuba iimali zesikolo 

azingomqobo wokungena eUCT.

Ndothulela umnqwazi ubunkokheli 

obuphucukileyo, nobugqame 

kumanqanaba amaninzi apha 

eUCT, nakubo bonke abasebenzi 

(abahlohlayo nabo banika uncedo 

kwezinye iinkonzo), abafundi kunye 

nabaxhasi abathe bazijula ijacu 

kwimingeni esijongene nayo siyile 

yunivesithi enombono wokuvuselelwa 

kwezwekazi leAfrika. Nonke 

nidlale indima engenamlinganiselo 

netshatshaleyo kubungangamsha 

benkqubo yeziko lethu.

NguGqirha Max Price

Isekela-Ngqonyela

VOORWOORD

Hierdie verslag oor hoogtepunte 

by ons universiteit bied 

insae in die talle prestasies 

en suksesse van ons personeel- en 

studentegemeenskap, en van ons 

instansie op ’n breër vlak.

Dit fokus op die bedrywighede wat 

as grondslag dien vir ons missie om 

’n toonaangewende akademiese 

ontmoetingspunt te wees tussen Suid-

Afrika, ons vasteland en die wêreld 

en ’n instansie wat daartoe verbind 

is om die sleutelvraagstukke van ons 

maatskaplike en natuurlike wêreld die 

hoof te bied. Dit werp ook lig op ons 

strewe om ’n uiteenlopende liggaam 

studente te registreer en gegradueerdes 

te produseer wat internasionaal mobiel 

en verbind tot betrokke burgerskap en 

maatskaplike geregtigheid is.

Ten spyte van die feit dat ons die 

afgelope jare belangrike vooruitgang 

op die gebied van onderrig gemaak 

het, is daar nog baie uitdagings wat 

op ons wag. Terwyl die slaagsyfer 

van die UK se voorgraadse studente 

betreklik goed is, presteer dié studente 

van ernstig benadeelde skole 

heelwat swakker as dié van hul meer 

bevoorregte eweknieë.

Ons is voortdurend besig om 

ons oorbruggingsprogramme vir 

studente van voorheen benadeelde 

onderwysstelsels te hersien om te 

verseker dat alle studente wat ons 

toelaat die nodige geleenthede gebied 

word om te slaag.

Selfs aan die hoogste standaarde 

gemeet, is dit duidelik dat navorsing 

aan die UK gedy. ’n Magdom 

maatskaplike inisiatiewe deur die 

personeel en studente – wat alle sfere 

van die universiteitslewe behels – toon 

dat ons as inrigting volkome verbind is 

tot nasiebou en die voorbereiding van 

’n nuwe generasie leerders met die 

vermoë om kwessies rondom ons land 

en kontinent die hoof te bied.

Internasionale graderings toon dat die 

UK voortdurend verbeter. Op die Times 
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Higher Education (THE) se ranglys van 

universiteite wêreldwyd het die UK vanaf 

107 in 2010 tot 103 in 2011 geklim. 

Die universiteit het boonop in twee 

verdere internasionale graderingstelsels 

goed vertoon in 2011: Die Quacquarelli 

Symonds (QS) World University 

Rankings vir 2011/12 plaas die UK in 

die 156ste posisie, vanaf 161 in 2010. 

Die QS- en die THE-stelsel beskou die 

UK steeds as die enigste universiteit in 

Afrika wat ’n plek onder die eerste 200 

verdien en ons bly die enigste universiteit 

wat Afrika op die lys van die top-300 

universiteite op die 2011 Shanghai 

Jiao Tong Academic Ranking of World 

Universities verteenwoordig.

Die universiteit se sterk vertoning is 

’n direkte voortvloeisel van die UK 

se produktiewe en daadwerklike 

navorsing, die universiteit se vermoë 

om navorsingstoelae te lok, die gehalte 

van die personeel, die internasionale 

diversiteit in personeel- en studentekorps, 

asook ’n groeiende waardering vir die 

gehalte van gegradueerdes deur die 

internasionale gemeenskap.

Die Nagraadse Bestuurskool (GSB) 

se voltydse MBA-program het met 

29 plekke opgeskuif tot die 60ste 

posisie in die Financial Times (FT) van 

Londen se Wêreldwye MBA Top-100-

ranglys, en tot die 54ste posisie in die 

2012-ranglys. Die GSB-graad is ook 

aangewys as die wêreld se beste MBA 

ten opsigte van waarde vir geld. Die 

GSB is steeds die enigste bestuurskool 

in Afrika wat op die FT se MBA Top-

100-ranglys verskyn en tel boonop 

onder die voorste vyf bestuurskole in die 

BRICS-lande – Brasilië, Rusland, Indië, 

China en Suid-Afrika.

Hierdie rangordes is geensins die finale 

evaluering van akademiese prestasie 

nie, maar dien tog as bewys dat ons 

universiteit op die regte spoor is en dat 

daar internasionale erkenning is vir die 

puik werk wat by ons inrigting gedoen 

word.

Die UK is ’n goed bestuurde en 

finansieel gesonde inrigting – ons 

finansiële afdeling op bladsy 17 

getuig hiervan. Ons is daarvan bewus 

dat behoeftes en hulpbronne voltyds 

gebalanseer moet word en dat dit met 

die grootste noukeurigheid gedoen 

moet word ten einde die gehalte van 

die studente-ervaring te verbeter en 

terselfdertyd te verseker dat studiegelde 

nooit die bepalende faktor is wanneer 

’n student by die UK wil inskryf nie.

Ek wil ook graag hulde bring aan die 

besielende leierskap wat op soveel 

vlakke van ons universiteit waargeneem 

kan word, en aan al ons personeellede 

(akademies en ondersteunend), studente 

en belanghebbendes wat daagliks te 

doen het met die uitdagings wat ons as 

universiteit met ’n Afrikapolitaanse visie 

in die gesig staar. Julle lewer almal ’n 

bydrae van onskatbare waarde tot die 

welstand van ons instansie.

Dr Max Price

Vise-kanselier
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EXECUTIVE STRUCTURE

Vice-Chancellor
Dr Max Price 

Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo               Professor Danie Visser

Professor Crain Soudien                          Professor Sandra Klopper

Deputy Vice-Chancellors

Executive Directors

Communication and Marketing 
 Gerda Kruger

Development and Alumni
Dr Jim McNamara 

Finance 
 Professor Enrico Uliana

Human Resources 
Miriam Hoosain

Information and 
Communication                      

Technology Services
Sakkie van Rensburg

Properties & Services 
 John Critien

Student Affairs 
 Moonira Khan

University Libraries 
Gwenda Thomas

Faculty Deans

Faculty of Commerce 

Professor Don Ross

Faculty of Engineering                                                                                                       

& the Built Environment 

Professor Trevor Petersen

Faculty of Health Sciences 

Professor Marian Jacobs

Faculty of Law

Professor ‘PJ’ Schwikkard

Faculty of Humanities 

Professor Paula Ensor

Faculty of Science

Professor Anton le Roex

Chancellor 
Mrs Graça Machel 

UCT’S HISTORY AND 
LEGACY

The oldest teaching university in South 

Africa, UCT was founded in 1829 as the 

South African College. UCT was formally 

established as a university in 1918. 

The university moved to its spectacular 

Groote Schuur campus on Rhodes’ Estate on 

the slopes of Devil’s Peak in1928. 

UCT has satellite campuses in Observatory, 

home to the Faculty of Health Sciences; 

the Gardens, in Cape Town, where the 

Hiddingh Campus for fine art, film and 

media, and drama studies is located; and 

the Breakwater Campus on the popular V&A 

Waterfront, the site for the Graduate School 

of Business. 

UCT counts five Nobel Laureates among its 

alumni: Max Theiler (medicine, 1951), Ralph 

Bunche (peace, 1950), Sir Aaron Klug 

(chemistry, 1982), Allan McLeod Cormack 

(medicine, 1979), and Professor Emeritus JM 

Coetzee (literature, 2003). 

UCT’s student numbers have grown by 

one-third in each decade since 1950. The 

institution now has 110 200 alumni around 

the world.

ABOUT UCT
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GOVERNING AND ADVISORY BODIES

Chair of Council 
Most Rev Njongonkulu 
Ndungane

Deputy Chair 
Ms Debbie Budlender

COUNCIL

INSTITUTIONAL FORUM

• Council is the main governing body of UCT. Its responsibilities include determining the university’s mission, 
objectives, goals and policies. It also appoints the seniour executive and ensures the institution’s financial 
health. 

• It comprises 12 members appointed from within the UCT community, and 18 external members. 

• The present Council will serve until the end of June 2012.

SENATE

• Senate is responsible for academic governance at UCT. 

• It organises and controls the teaching, curricula, syllabi, examinations and research of the university. 

• Senate is made up of the vice-chancellor (chair), deputy vice-chancellors, professors, heads of department 

and the University Librarian, as well as elected members and student representatives.

• The Institutional Forum is a body of internal stakeholders that advises Council on issues affecting the 
university, as required by the Higher Education Act of 1997.  

• In 2011, the co-chairs were: Dr Jonathan Grossman (staff),  Professor Crain Soudien (executive), and 
Kwadwo Ofori Owusu (SRC).

STUDENTS’ REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL (SRC)

• The UCT Statute provides for an SRC, which operates according to a constitution approved by the Council 
in terms of the Statute. 

• There are 17 seats on the SRC. 

• The SRC and other student groups report to UCT’s Student Parliament. 

• The 2011/2012 SRC president is Insaaf Isaacs, vice-presidents are Mike Ramothwala and Siya Yanele 
Songca, and the secretary-general is Basani Mkhize.
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STRATEGIC GOALS
At the end of 2009 UCT set six strategic 

goals against which the university would 

measure its teaching and learning and 

its research in the years 2010 to 2014.

 
These goals are: 
• internationalising UCT via an 

Afropolitan niche;

• the transformation of UCT towards 

non-racialism – redress, diversity 

inclusiveness and the recognition of 

African voices;

• working towards a desired shape 

and size for UCT;

• a vision for the development of 

research at UCT: greater impact and 

greater engagement;

• enhancing the quality and profile of 

its graduates; and

• enhancing and expanding UCT’s 

contribution to South African 

development challenges.

STUDENT STATISTICS IN 
2011
There is much demand for a place at 

UCT. 

In 2011, 25 285 students enrolled 

at the university, the biggest intake in 

UCT’s history and 3.1% higher than the 

2010 enrolment. 

A total of 5 744 students qualified for 

degrees and diplomas in 2011 (see 

Table 1 below). 

Enrolments in professional first 

bachelor’s programmes made up 43% 

of the total undergraduate figure.

UCT admitted 3 673 first-time entering 

undergraduate students, of whom 70% 

had achieved A or B aggregates at 

school.

The university’s cohort of 8 094 

postgraduate students represented an 

increase of 6% over 2010.

Of these postgraduate students, 252 

Postdoctoral Research Fellows chose 

to study at UCT, more than one third 

of the postdoctoral candidates in 

the country (see Research Briefs and 

Milestones, pg12).

2008 2009 2010 2011
Undergraduate diplomas 112 315 288 329

3-year bachelor’s degrees 1 556 1 544 1 685 1 732

Professional bachelor’s degrees 1 362 1 267 1 294 1 304

PG diplomas 646 884 861 803

Honours 828 820 874 910

Master’s 836 868 1 009 565

Doctors 151 178 160 101

Total qualifiers 5 491 5 876 6 171 5 744

Total students 22 608 24 012 25 014 25 285

TABLE 1: STUDENT ENROLMENTS

Scholarly salute: In 2011, 5 744 students qualified for degrees and diplomas at UCT.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
In terms of transformation, the 

proportion of black South African 

students grew from 37% in 2008 to 

41% in 2011. White South African 
students dropped from 40% to 35%, 
and international students dropped 
from 22% to 18%. An admissions 
commission is currently underway to 

ensure that the institution continues 
working towards redress, diversity 
and inclusiveness, and that the 
university’s student enrolment reflects 
this.

% of total, including international students

% of total, excluding international students

TABLE 2: HEADCOUNT STUDENT ENROLMENTS BY POPULATION GROUP 2007 – 2011, SHOWING PERCENTAGE 
GROWTH ON BASE

TABLE 3: HEADCOUNT STUDENT ENROLMENTS BY POPULATION GROUP 2007 – 2011, SHOWING % OF TOTAL

% growth

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011  2007 – 2011
SA African 3 924 4 354 5 068 5 277 5 754 47%

SA Coloured 2 869 3 252 3 623 3 587 3 699 29%

SA Indian 1 455 1 522 1 630 1 666 1 674 15%

SA White 8 590 8 768 8 983 9 131 9 004 5%

International 4 088 4 320 4 307 4 611 4 636 13%

Other 493 392 401 500 765 55%

Total 21 419 22 608 24 012 24 772 25 532 19%

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
SA African 3 924 4 354 5 068 5 277 5 754

% of total (incl. Int) 18.3 19.3 21.1 21.3 22.5

% of total (excl. Int) 22.6 23.8 25.7 26.2 27.5

SA Coloured 2 869 3 252 3 623 3 587 3 699

% of total (incl. Int) 13.4 14.4 15.1 14.5 14.5

% of total (excl. Int) 16.6 17.8 18.4 17.8 17.7

SA Indian 1 455 1 522 1 630 1 666 1 674

% of total (incl. Int) 6.8 6.7 6.8 6.7 6.6

% of total (excl. Int) 8.4 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.0

SA White 8 590 8 768 8 983 9 131 9 004

% of total (incl. Int) 40.1 38.8 37.4 36.9 35.3

% of total (excl. Int) 49.6 47.9 45.6 45.3 43.1

International 4 088 4 320 4 307 4 611 4 636

% of total (incl. Int) 19.1 19.1 17.9 18.6 18.2

Other 493 392 401 500 765

% of total (incl. Int) 2.3 1.7 1.7 2.0 3.0

% of total (excl. Int) 2.8 2.1 2.0 2.5 3.7

Total 21 419 22 608 24 012 24 772 25 532
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COMPLETION AND SUCCESS 
RATES
The 2011 graduation rates per faculty are as follows:

• 1 372 students from the Faculty of Commerce (441 of 

whom completed BBusSc degrees);

• 806 students from the Faculty of Engineering & the Built 

Environment;

• 596 students from the Faculty of Health Sciences;

• 1 092 students from the Faculty of Humanities;

• 160 students from the Faculty of Law;

• 609 students from the Faculty of Science.

The overall success rate in undergraduate courses in 2011 

was 85%, slightly higher than the 2010 rate. The 2011 

undergraduate course success rates in 100-, 200-, 300- and 

400-level courses were all in excess of 80%.

While UCT’s success and throughput rates are good by 

South African standards, the university is working hard to 

improve this success rate. 

TABLE 4: INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

2001 2005 2009 2010 2011
Total UCT students enrolled 18 119 21 356 24 012 24 772 25 532

Total UCT students (excl SSA*) 17 837 20 666 23 168 23 828 24 706

Total international students (excl SSA) 2 254 3 727 3 464 3 667 3 811

% international students (excl SSA) 12% 17% 14% 15% 15%

Number of countries represented 74 96 97 104 109

Number of African countries represented 31 31 35 39

Total SADC students 1 603 2 546 1 987 2 238 2 247

% SADC students at UCT 9% 12% 8% 9% 9%

Total non-SADC international students (excl SSA) 651 1 181 1 478 1 434 1 194

Total non-SADC international students from Africa 442 567 579 507

Total Study Abroad Students 282 690 843 944 826

Total International students incl SSA/non-degree seekers 2 536 4 374 4 307 4 611 4 636

% All international student registrations at UCT 14% 20% 18% 19% 18%

Total international undergraduates 1 291 2 033 1 833 1 975 1 954

Total international postgraduates 963 1 774 1 631 1 692 1 857

*Semester Study Abroad
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FACULTIES
• UCT has six faculties: Commerce, Engineering 

and the Built Environment, Law, Health 

Sciences, Humanities and Science. The 

faculties’ work is supported by the Centre for 

Higher Education Development (CHED), which 

incorporates UCT’s Academic Development 

Programme.

• UCT offers undergraduate degree and 

postgraduate degree programmes across the 

faculties. A range of undergraduate diplomas 

and certificates and postgraduate diplomas is 

also available.

PEOPLE
• UCT is home to a large student community, an 

average of some 25 000 during the past few 

years.

• Almost one-third of these students is enrolled 

for postgraduate studies. Half of UCT’s 

students are black and over half are women 

– a significant achievement, as the university 

celebrated 125 years of women on campus 

during 2011.

• UCT employs over 5 080 staff (3 185 

permanent staff and 1 895 contract staff), 

including some 965 permanent academics. In 

addition, there are several hundred clinical joint 

staff in the Faculty of Health Sciences.

• More than 92 300 of UCT’s 110 200 alumni 

reside in South Africa. The Development and 

Alumni Department maintains contact with UCT 

alumni in 136 other countries around the world.
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Body of evidence: Forensic pathologist Prof Lorna Martin at 
the Salt River Mortuary. UCT’s pathologists are internationally 
sought-after.

Novel bonds: Prof Kelly Chibale heads UCT’s new Drug Discovery 
& Development Centre (H3-D), which develops novel compounds 
for a new generation of lifesaving drugs.

Coats of arms: Prof Willem Hanekom (second from left), director of 
the South African Tuberculosis Vaccine Initiative, and his team are 
developing new TB vaccines. South Africa has the second-highest 
number of TB cases worldwide.

RESEARCH BRIEFS AND 
MILESTONES 

• The performance of UCT’s researchers through the 

internationally benchmarked process of peer evaluation 

and rating is carried out by the National Research 

Foundation (NRF) and is based on the quality of their 

recent research outputs. UCT was home to 31 A-rated 

researchers in 2011, considered world leaders by the 

NRF. 

• UCT’s early 2012 tally of NRF-rated researchers is 380.

• More than half of UCT’s new NRF applications for rating 

in 2011 were from younger researchers, those who had 

obtained their PhDs within the past five years. Three of 

the four national P-ratings awarded (these are made to 

researchers under the age of 35), were made to UCT 

candidates. 

•  Total research income grew by 18% to R841 million 

in 2011.  This increase is largely the result of an increase in 

both contract and government-related grants: R545 million 

for contacts, an increase of 21%; and R222 million for 

government grants, an 11% increase. 

• The number of research contracts approved in 2011 

increased by 29% year-on-year with a significant increase 

in the value of the contracts signed (R722 million in 2011 vs 

R550 million in 2010).

• Financial support to postgraduate students was  

R135 million, with R44 million for Postdoctoral Research 

Fellows.

• UCT has 252 Postdoctoral Research Fellows, more than one 

third of South Africa’s postdoctoral candidates.

• UCT was awarded 1 253 units for its 2010 publication 

count (research output) submission to the national Department 

of Higher Education and Training (2011 comparative figures 

are not yet confirmed), placing the university first nationally.
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• UCT has more than one-fifth (32) of the 154 national 

chairs awarded under the South African Research Chairs 

Initiative (SARChI), established by the Department of 

Science and Technology (DST) and managed by the 

NRF to build scientific research and innovation capacity in 

the country.

• The university’s 69 specialist research groups include nine 

research groupings funded by the Medical Research 

Council. 

• UCT is also home to two national Centres of Excellence: 

the DST-NRF Centre of Excellence in Catalysis (or *c 

Change), and the DST-NRF Centre of Excellence in Birds 

as Keys to Biodiversity at the Percy Fitzpatrick Institute 

for African Ornithology. UCT also has ties with two 

other centres, the Applied Centre for Climate and Earth 

Systems, hosted at the Council for Scientific and Industrial 

Research, and the Centre for Biomedical TB Research 

at Stellenbosch and Wits Universities. In addition, the 

Department of Chemical Engineering houses the DST 

Catalysis Competence Centre and the national Hydrogen 

Catalysis Competence Centre at UCT (HySA/Catalysis), 

which is co-managed by Mintek.

• Six Signature Themes provide a framework for inter-

departmental and inter-faculty research, and drive 

research at UCT in a strategic manner. The themes are 

grounded in existing areas of internationally recognised 

excellence while being aligned to institutional, regional 

and national priorities. These are the African Centre 

for Cities, the Brain & Behaviour Initiative, the Marine 

Research Institute, Minerals to Metals, the Drug Discovery 

& Development Centre, and the African Climate and 

Development Initiative.

• UCT has also set up a number of programmes, such as 

the Project for the Enhancement of Research Capacity, to 

develop innovative scholarship. The Emerging Researcher 

Programme focuses on the needs of developing 

academics.

Fieldwork: UCT botanist Dr Terence Suinyuy collects compounds from cones of cycad plants. Cycads use smells and heat to attract and repel insect 
pollinators.
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STUDENT SERVICES
UCT offers a range of student services. Among the units that 

deliver these services are the Disability Service, the Student 

Wellness Service, HIV/AIDS Co-ordination Unit (HAICU), 

Careers Service, and Financial Aid Service. The Jammie 

Shuttle service accommodates 38 000 student trips daily.

University Libraries 
The Chancellor Oppenheimer Library and nine branch 

libraries house collections made up of over 1.2 million print 

volumes, including 16 700 print journal titles, and offer 

access to 72 000 e-journals and 190 electronic research 

databases.

The main library’s new Research Wing on six floors 

offers a quiet haven and more focused services to senior 

postgraduates and researchers. It houses specialised 

collections and the Research Commons, with high-end 

technology for research and writing. 

The undergraduate areas have many new group study 

spaces as well as the Knowledge Commons, a well-

equipped support facility.

The eight branch libraries include the Health Sciences 

Library opposite Groote Schuur Hospital, the Brand van Zyl 

Law Library on Middle Campus, and the African Studies 

Library, which houses a world-renowned collection of 

Africana.

Computing 
• Over 1 550 personal computers are available to 

students in computing laboratories.

• All users have ready access to standard software and to 

teach-yourself courseware.

• Every student has an email account and access to the 

internet.

• Access to the internet and the university network is 

available in all residences.

• The ICTS department is currently investing in making 

UCT a wireless campus.

Housing

• UCT’s 39 student residences, flats and houses 

accommodate 6 600 students. 

• The residence system provides catering and self-catering 

options. 

• Building was completed  on UCT’s largest residence, 

Obz Square in Observatory (below), providing 

accommodation for a further 880 students.

Sport, societies and other 
activities
• Over 9 000 students are registered with the university’s 

43 sports clubs.

• More than 8 600 students belong to the 118 
academic, faith, cultural, political and special-interest 
societies at UCT. Total registrations stand at over              
15 000, as many sign up to more than one society.

• Students can also contribute to the Varsity newspaper, 
UCT Radio, or the Students’ Health and Welfare 
Centres Organisation (SHAWCO), among other 

organisations. 
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Linked in: Students have access to over 1 550 personal 
computers in computing laboratories.

Take a leaf: The Chancellor Oppenheimer Library and nine 
branch libraries service the UCT community.

Play it again: Over 9 000 students are registered with the 
university’s 43 sports clubs.

High climber: UCT believes that investment in sport is central to student 
development.
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African beat: International students participate in an introductory drum café.

INTERNATIONALISATION 
The International Academic Programmes Office (IAPO) negotiates international agreements and looks after the 

needs of international students. 

More than 4 600 international students from more than 100 countries study at UCT annually, constituting about 

19% of the total student body. Over half of these hail from the Southern African Development Community. 

UCT boasts a number of research and exchange agreements with leading universities in North America and 

Europe, and with the non-profit Council for International Education Exchange, which facilitates the exchange of 

students.

UCT is the base university in the University Science, Humanities and Engineering Partnerships in Africa (USHEPiA) 

programme, set up in 1996 to promote collaboration between established African researchers and to build 

institutional and human capacity at eight Southern and East African universities. So far UCT has awarded 

48 degrees through USHEPiA. Currently there are 50 Postdoctoral Research Fellows, with 18 funded by the 

Carnegie Corporation in a project to educate the next generation of academics in economics, civil engineering, 

and infectious disease.
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Financial overview
UCT ended 2011 with a surplus of 4.6%, 1.6% higher than 

the 3% of total recurrent operating income target set in the 

university’s financial policy.

Total recurrent operating income increased by R158 million 

(9.2%) to R1,877 million, mainly from increases in:

• a state subsidy of R99 million to R1,002 million

• tuition and other fee income of R81 million to R735 million.

Expenditure grew by R105 million (6.2%) to R1,791 million, 

mainly due to an increase in personnel costs of  

R108 million to R1,154 million. Expenditure other than on 

personnel was reduced by R2 million off the 2010 amount 

of R640 million. The main factor was a R20 million reduction 

in the expenditure on bursaries and other financial aid, as the 

National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS) awarded 

UCT an unexpected allocation of a further R30 million for 

undergraduate students expected to graduate in 2011. 

Undergraduate students received R407 million financial 

support in total, up from R355 million in 2010. This support 

comes from various sources: corporate and other external 

bursaries support students to the value of R185 million and 

NSFAS provided loans amounting to R107 million. UCT 

added R13 million to its existing commitment to bursaries and 

scholarships, bringing the total to R103 million.

Research revenues grew by 17.2% to R1,275 million (2010: 

R1,088 million). Government-related grants grew by 40.9% 

from R230 million to R324 million, while contract research 

continue to expand, growing by 13.1% to R518 million.

Much effort has been devoted to fundraising as part of the 

Vice-Chancellor’s portfolio. This, together with the quality 

of work by UCT’s academic staff, has resulted in another 

record year of fundraising. Most of the R226.7 million raised 

in 2011 came from foundations, which make much of the 

innovative work conducted at UCT possible.

FINANCE REVIEW
FINANCES AT A GLANCE 

• The university recorded an operating income of R1,877 million in 2011 and expenditure of R1,791 million. This excludes 
research grants and large capital projects.

STATE APPROPRIATIONS-SUBSIDIES 

& GRANTS – R1,002 million

DEPRECIATION AND MINOR 

CAPITAL ITEMS – R21 million

TUITION & OTHER  FEE 

INCOME – R735 million

BURSARIES – R90 million

PRIVATE GIFTS & GRANTS – 

R23 million

OTHER OPERATING 

EXPENSES – R526 million

SALES OF GOODS  & 

SERVICES – R117 million

PERSONNEL – R1,154 million

OPERATING INCOME

OPERATING EXPENDITURE
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     2011 2010 
     R’000 R’000

ASSETS   5,661,595 4,964,799   

Non-current assets  4,428,467 3,861,866

  Property, plant and equipment  1,866,702 1,478,736

  Investments  2,547,847 2,364,892

  Investments in associates  - -

  Non-current receivables and prepayments  13,918 18,238

       

Current assets  1,233,128 1,102,933

  Inventories  398 648

  Accounts receivable and prepayments  233,221 269,441

  Loans to employees  1,621 1,508

  Student fees receivable  40,378 33,504

  Cash at bank and cash equivalents  957,510 797,832

ACCUMULATED FUNDS AND LIABILITIES  5,661,595 4,964,799

 Accumulated funds  4,743,773 4,260,736

  Non-distributable funds  1,905,537 1,766,756

      Endowed funds  1,515,275 1,383,671

      Revaluation reserve  390,262 383,085

  Restricted funds designated for specific activities  1,578,585 1,439,214

      Education and general  1,442,271 1,300,124

      Student and staff accommodation  136,314 139,090

  Unrestricted Council-controlled funds  1,259,651 1,054,766

       

 Non-current liabilities  613,379 437,422

  Interest bearing borrowings  23 317

  Deferred revenue – government grants  316,426 227,075

  Provisions – employee benefits  296,930 210,030

       

  Current liabilities  304,443 266,641

  Accounts payable and accrued liabilities  221,553 143,801

  Deferred revenue – government grants and project income  12,134 9,412

  Student deposits  39,327 34,535

  Provisions – employee benefits  31,135 78,234

  Current portion of interest-bearing borrowings  294 659

UCT CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2011
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   Education and General   
	 	 	 Specifically	 	 Student	and
  Council Funded  Staff
  Controlled Activities  Housing 2011 Change
  Unrestricted Restricted Sub-Total Restricted TOTAL %
       

         Recurrent revenue  1,945,743 1,274,810 3,220,553 222,456 3,443,009 11.7

       

         State appropriations subsidies 

         and grants  1,001,817 323,834 1,325,651 - 1,325,651 17.0

         Tuition and other fee revenue  735,097 - 735,097 199,681 934,778 11.6

         Income from contracts  - 518,330 518,330 - 518,330 12.8

         Rendering of services  116,764 111,419 228,183 20,544 248,727 (12.6)

         Donations and gifts  23,009 208,262 231,271 - 231,271 29.3

         Subtotal  1,876,687 1,161,845 3,038,532 220,225 3,258,757 12.6

         Interest and dividends  69,056 112,965 182,021 2,231 184,252 (2.2)

       

         Recurrent expenditure  1,764,843 1,095,365 2,860,208 225,196 3,085,404 7.1

       

         Personnel  1,154,006 465,938 1,619,944 29,318 1,649,262 11.5

         Other operating expenses  526,818 400,610 927,428 167,001 1,094,429 2.7

         Financial aid and Scholarships  89,763 205,807 295,570 - 295,570 2.2

         Depreciation  20,854 23,009 43,863 2,200 46,063 (3.5)

         Subtotal  1,791,441 1,095,364 2,886,805 198,519 3,085,324 7.1

         Net finance costs  (26,598) 1 (26,597) 26,677 80 (59.0)

         Finance costs  28 1 29 51 80 (59.0)

         Interest on internal borrowings  (26,626) - (26,626) 26,626 - -

       

         RECURRENT SURPLUS  180,900 179,445 360,345 (2,740) 357,605 78.3

       

         NON-RECURRENT ITEMS  7,011 111,184 118,195 60 118,255 (15.1)

         Loss on disposal of property,
         plant & equipment  (11) (93) (104) (49) (153) (98.2)

         Realised profit on sale 
         of investments  8,211 120,055 128,266 127 128,393 (19.6)

         Impairment of available-for-sale
         investments  (1,189) (8,778) (9,967) (18) (9,985) (14.7)

       

         NET OPERATING SURPLUS   187,911 290,629 478,540 (2,680) 475,860 40.0

         Transfer between funds  3,435 (3,339) 96 (96) - -

         NET SURPLUS *  191,346 287,290 478,636 (2,776) 475,860 40.0

*  This surplus should be read in conjunction with the Annual Financial Review, with particular reference to 
sustainability	and	designated	activities.

(All amounts in R’000)

UCT CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2011
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     2011 2010 
     R’000 R’000

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES    
Cash receipts from students, government and private sources  2,984,009 2,619,710

Cash paid to employees and suppliers  (2,619,154) (2,466,486)

Cash generated from operations  364,855 153,224

Investment income – interest  153,963 162,353

Investment income – dividends  30,289 26,029

Finance costs  (80) (195)

Net	cash	inflows	from	operating	activities	 	 549,027 341,411

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES   
Additions to maintain property, plant and equipment  (434,561) (493,840)

Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment  378 370

Purchase of available-for-sale investments  (191,816) (242,935)

Proceeds from sale of available-for-sale investments  134,449 248,854

Ukukhula Trust loan  (240) (272)

Net cash used in investing activities  (491,790) (487,823)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES    
Decrease in long-term, interest-bearing borrowings  (659) (1,208)

Increase in deferred revenue – government grants  103,100 97,200

Net	cash	inflows	from	financing	activities  102,441 95,992

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  159,678 (50,420)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period  797,832 848,252

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period  957,510 797,832

CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATIONS 

Reconciliation of net surplus to cash generated from operations:

SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR  475,860 339,825

Adjustments for:    

Depreciation  46,063 47,752

Release of deferred revenue  (9,824) (7,525)

Increase in employee benefit provisions  39,801 44,156

Utilisation of TENET prepayment  3,147 1,931 

Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment  153 8,600

Investment income – interest  (153,963) (162,353)

Investment income – dividends  (30,289) (26,029)

Finance costs  80 195

Profit on sale of investments  (128,393) (159,617)

Impairment of available-for-sale investments  9,985 11,707

Changes in working capital      

  Accounts receivable, prepayments and loans  30,646 22,630

  Inventories  249 37

  Accounts payable, accrued liabilities and deposits  81,340 31,915

Cash generated from operations  364,855 153,224

UCT CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2011
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2011 HIGHLIGHTS

The work and accomplishments of a large institution such as the University of Cape 
Town are complex and diverse, and cannot be comprehensively reported in an annual 
review. The following pages provide some highlights from our vibrant institutional life.
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The UCT community 
notched up many and 
awards, both at home and 
abroad, and celebrated 
milestone events in 2011. 

Farrant one of big five in the 
life sciences

Plant physiologist and winner of 

a Harry Oppenheimer Memorial 

Trust Fellowship Award, Professor Jill 

Farrant added another feather to her 

cap in 2011: the L’Oréal-UNESCO 

Award in Life Sciences. Farrant, a 

national research Foundation A-rated 

researcher, was named one of five 

women from around the world to win 

a 2012 L’Oréal-UNESCO Award in 

Life Sciences. Holding a UCT research 

chair in the molecular physiology of 

plants, Farrant is renowned for her 

multi-angled work on resurrection or 

desiccation-tolerant plants, which are 

able to withstand prolonged drought 

or water loss – a looming climate 

change issue – but will spring to life 

once water arrives.

Accounting results show 
transformation

UCT recorded a 15% increase in its 

number of successful candidates in 

the 2011 South African Institute of 

Charted Accountants (SAICA) Part 1 

Board Exam. A stand-out feature was 

the success of UCT’s black, coloured 

and Indian students: pass rates of 89% 

for black students (national average 

55%), 93% for coloured students 

(national average 60%) and 89% 

for Indian students (national average 

51%). Altogether 138 black, coloured 

and Indian students from UCT passed 

the exam (2010: 115), or 48% of its 

successful students. It was a significant 

step in transforming the accounting 

profession, said Professor Mark 

Graham, head of the Department of 

Accounting. Two UCT students were 

also in the top 10: Yu-Hsiang Lu third 

(with honours) and Michael Hunt 10th.

UCT Book Award 

History and medicine converge in 

the 2011 UCT Book Award winner, 

Healers, Helpers and Hospitals: A 

history of military medicine in the 

Anglo-Boer War, by Professor JC 

‘Kay’ de Villiers (above), former Helen 

and Morris Mauerberger Chair of 

Neurosurgery. The two-volume work 

explores the far-reaching conflict, 

fought at a time when war killed more 

people through disease than through 

wounds inflicted by the enemy. De 

Villiers is a recipient of the Simon van 

der Stel Foundation’s Gold Medal for 

setting up the Cape Medical Museum. 

DISCOVERIES, MILEPOSTS AND EVENTS

Student Yu-Hsiang Lu celebrates with 
Professors Mark Graham (left) and Alex 
Watson.
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Law team represents SA in 
Washington, DC

A team of five UCT law students won 

the 2011 White & Case South Africa 

Jessup Competition (part of the Philip 

C Jessup International Law Moot Court 

Competition) held at the University 

of Johannesburg. Guided by advisor 

Benson Olugbuo, a teaching and 

research assistant and a PhD student 

in the Department of Public Law, 

the team of Muhammad Ebrahim, 

Douglas Ainslee, Unesu Moyo (who 

also bagged the Best Oralist Prize), 

Shalom Ndiku and Soseipriala 

Amabeoku beat the Universities of 

KwaZulu-Natal, Pretoria, the Western 

Cape and Johannesburg, clinching first 

place in a tight final against Pretoria. 

Team advisor Olugbuo attributed the 

UCT team’s success to the members’ 

“ability to think for themselves”. The 

team represented South Africa at the 

White & Case International Rounds in 

Washington, DC.

Afrikaans play a first 

In a career first, Associate Professor 

Mark Fleishman of UCT’s Drama 

Department directed his first Afrikaans 

production in 2011. Die Vreemdeling 

is the result of Fleishman’s Donald 

Gordon Creative Arts Award 2010, 

and is part of a larger project that has 

taken the production to small towns 

along the N7 highway, the Aardklop 

National Arts Festival and the Klein 

Karoo National Arts Festival.

Honour for Le Roux

Professor Rochelle le Roux of UCT’s 

Department of Commercial Law 

was appointed as a non-executive 

director of the South African Reserve 

Bank. As opposed to their executive 

counterparts, non-executive directors 

are not involved with the day-to-day 

business of the bank, but rather with the 

consideration of policies to ensure that 

the bank complies with principles of 

good corporate governance. “I expect 

the position to be time-consuming,” said 

Le Roux, “but I regard it as a challenge 

and I am very honoured to have been 

selected.” It will also fit in well with 

her latest research interest, she says: 

the purpose of labour law and the 

meaning of sustainable employment.

UCT award celebrates creative works
Professor Michael ‘Jo’ Noero, of the School of Architecture, Planning and Geomatics, 

won UCT’s Creative Works Award for 2011 for his design of the Red Location 

Museum of Struggle. Red Location, New Brighton, in the Eastern Cape, one of the 

oldest settled black townships of Port Elizabeth, has been the home of some of the 

country’s leading anti-apartheid figures. (The inaugural award in 2010 was won by 

artist Associate Professor Fritha Langerman.)

(From left, back) Muhammad Ebrahim, 
Douglas Ainslee, Soseipriala Amabeoku 
and Benson Olugbuo (team advisor); (front) 
Unesu Moyo and Shalom Ndiku.
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Genetic research garners best 
poster award
Dr Mike Posthumus and Associate 

Professor Malcolm Collins researched 

the genetic factors that predispose 

runners to a condition known as 

tendinopathy – and won the prize 

for the best poster presentation at the 

International Scientific Tendinopathy 

Symposium, held in Umeå, Sweden. 

The poster award also confirms the 

reputation of the MRC/UCT Research 

Unit for Exercise Science and Sports 

Medicine (ESSM) as world leaders in 

the study of the genetic factors related 

to the condition.

Kidney transplant paper earns 
students honours

Two final-year UCT medical students 

won a prestigious award for best 

original presentation at the South 

African Transplant Society’s 2011 

annual national conference – this for 

their investigation of the relationship 

between kidney function in the first few 

days after transplantation and the long-

term outcome of transplanted kidneys. 

Daniel Nel and Jonathan Vogel claimed 

top honours from among a host of 

established medical researchers and 

surgeons, an unusual feat for final-year 

medical students. And this research was 

done, Nel explained, in their “free time”, 

as it formed no part of their curriculum. 

Their research will be submitted to an 

international journal for publication. 

Right: Prize students: Final-year medical students Jonathan Vogel (left) and Daniel Nel (second 
from right) with kidney transplant surgeon Dr Elmi Muller, and Professor of Surgery Prof Del 
Khan.

New scientific order: (From left) Assoc Prof Genevieve Langdon, Dr Jeff Murugan and Dr Shadreck Chirikure are founder members of 
SAYAS.

New academy welcomes young scientists 
Three UCT scientists, all in their early to mid-30s, were named among the 20 founder members of the new South African 

Young Academy of Science (SAYAS) in 2011. Dr Shadreck Chirikure of the Department of Archaeology, Associate 

Professor Genevieve Langdon of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, and Dr Jeff Murugan of the Department of 

Mathematics and Applied Mathematics were inaugurated into SAYAS at a function hosted by the deputy minister for science 

and technology, Derek Hanekom, in Pretoria in September. According to SAYAS, the group was selected from among 

the “best scientific minds in South Africa and represents a diverse range of talent in terms of race, gender and scientific 

discipline”. SAYAS is designed to bridge the gap between the more senior and well-established Academy of Science of 

South Africa, and the up-and-coming young scientists who may well be future leaders in their fields. It will also give a voice to 

young scientists on national and international issues, and creates a platform for them to have their say in policy decisions.
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Italian knighthood for Caira

Professor Mino Caira celebrated his 

roots when the Italian government 

awarded him the title Cavaliere 

dell’Ordine al Merito della Repubblica 

Italiana (Knight, Order of Merit of 

the Italian Republic). He shares the 

honorific with his colleague in the 

Department of Chemistry, Emeritus 

Professor Luigi Nassimbeni. Caira 

received the award in part for his 

celebrated academic work in the 

field of chemistry and his longstanding 

collaborations with universities and 

pharmaceutical companies in Italy. In 

addition, the award recognised his role 

as president of the Cape Town branch 

of the Zonderwater Block Association 

of Ex-POWs. This association is named 

after the camp at Zonderwater, a farm 

area near Johannesburg, where Italian 

prisoners of war were held between 

1941 and 1947. Caira’s father was 

one of the approximately 90 000 

Italian POWs interned in the camp, 

and one of a select few hundred who 

chose to remain in South Africa after 

the war. 

Global award for student trio

An innovative business case study by 

three UCT students won the Business 

Masters International Business Case 

Competition 2011 at the Karlsruhe 

Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany. 

Team Ideagora – Jono Lewis (honours 

graduate in international relations), 

Matt Walsh (master’s in international 

relations), and Justin Alvey (master’s 

in electrical engineering) – took first 

prize, becoming the only team from 

Africa to have done so, for their 

design of a business case on the use 

of lithium-ion battery technology for 

renewable energy applications. Their 

concept is an adaptation of lithium-ion 

battery technology for micro-energy 

storage and electrification applications 

in developing communities in sub-

Saharan Africa.

Trio’s 2011 NSTF triumph
Three UCT scholars netted honours at the annual National Science and 

Technology Forum-BHP Billiton Awards. Emeritus Professor Lionel Opie (right)

received the Individual over a Lifetime Award; Professor Kelly Chibale won 

the TW Kambule National Research Foundation (NRF) award for a senior 

black male researcher over the past five to 10 years; and Dr Mohamed 

Azeem Khan won the Kambule NRF award for a distinguished young black 

male researcher over the past two to five years. Opie was hailed for his 

contribution to the improved understanding of the causes of heart attacks, 

and the more effective use of medication for heart disease. Chibale was cited 

for his significant contributions to research capacity and skills development in 

several areas critical to the discovery of modern pharmaceutical medicines. 

Khan was recognised for his work in industrial energy efficiency and the 

design of small wind generator and energy storage systems.
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Awards for young TB 
researchers

Drs Digby Warner and Thomas Scriba 

(above, left and right) of the Institute 

of Infectious Disease and Molecular 

Medicine were winner and first runner-

up respectively of the prestigious 

BioVision-Lilly Award in conjunction with 

TWAS, aka the Academy of Sciences 

for the Developing World. The award 

recognises young researchers from 

developing countries for outstanding 

scientific achievements in TB-related 

research. Warner was honoured for 

his work on mycobacterial metabolism, 

which promises to have a major impact 

on understanding the development 

of drug resistance in Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis. In turn, Scriba was singled 

out for his research on TB vaccines and 

the body’s immune response to the TB 

organism.

Master stroke for Mlambo

Musa Mlambo, a master’s graduate 

from the Department of Zoology, 

was the UCT winner of the S2A3 

Bronze Medal, sponsored by the 

South African Association for the 

Advancement of Science (S2A3). This 

is awarded by universities around 

the country to the student whose 

master’s thesis is considered the most 

outstanding produced by that university 

in a particular year. Mlambo won 

the award for his thesis, Biodiversity 

Patterns of Wetland Macroinvertebrate 

Assemblages in the South-Western 

Cape, South Africa, a topic 

considered vastly understudied. In the 

groundbreaking work he discovered 

five new species of invertebrates, of 

which four are considered to be rare 

or unique.

Chibale’s prestigious Pifer 
Professor Kelly Chibale won the 2011 

Alan Pifer Award for his work on drug 

development in Africa, particularly novel 

compounds for drugs to treat malaria and 

TB, which are still responsible for high 

mortality rates on the continent. As such, 

Chibale’s work goes beyond science 

and tackles some very human problems, 

contributing to the advancement and 

welfare of the disadvantaged, as the award 

stipulates. Chibale is director of UCT’s new 

Drug Discovery & Development Centre 

(H3-D), launched in 2011. The centre 

will develop novel compounds for a new 

generation of lifesaving drugs.
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Honorary doctorates acknowledge outstanding contributions 

UCT honoured exceptional people who have made outstanding contributions in fields as diverse as education and 

technology at its graduation ceremonies in 2011. (From left, above) David Potter, the founder of microcomputer 

systems companies Psion and Psion Teklogix; teaching legend Stella Petersen; UCT Emeritus Professor Martin West; 

and struggle and reconciliation leader Dr Mary Burton.

Prophylactic drug curbs HIV 
infection

UCT’s Associate Professor Linda-Gail 

Bekker, deputy director of the Desmond 

Tutu HIV Centre, along with fellow 

researchers, was involved in a major 

study which was published in the New 

England Journal of Medicine, showing 

that the daily use of an antiretroviral 

tablet as a prophylactic could reduce 

infection among those at high risk by 

nearly 44%. The findings are based 

on an HIV-prevention trial conducted 

at 11 international sites in six countries 

from 2007 to 2010. The study, named 

the Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis Initiative, 

looked at the prophylactic use of a 

tablet that contains two widely-used 

HIV medications, emtricitabine and 

tenofovir. 

UCT and global partners 
monitor sea change

UCT has established a joint venture 

with the Nansen Environmental 

Centre in Norway and their partners 

to gather information about the three 

oceans around Southern Africa 

and to better understand and deal 

with global change across the 

continent. The Nansen-Tutu Centre for 

Marine Environmental Research will 

develop and implement operational 

oceanography and methods of data 

integration for the South Atlantic 

Ocean, the Indian Ocean and the 

Southern Ocean. These will focus on 

ocean state, marine environmental and 

ecosystem modelling, including the 

oceans’ roles in climate and global 

teleconnections, and the relationship 

between climate anomalies in different 

parts of the world. 

Climate change online service 
launched
Professor Bruce Hewitson, the National 

Research Foundation Chair for Climate 

Prof Bruce Hewitson (right) with Dr Daithi 
Stone.
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Space and the cosmos, as seen from Africa

The National Astrophysics and Space Science programme (NASSP), a South African 
inter-academic programme hosted by UCT through its Astrophysics, Cosmology 
and Gravity Research Centre, boosted its impact in Africa through its contributions to 
postgraduate supervision of students from the African partner countries in the South African 
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) bid. A recent coup for the UCT centre is that four key 
science proposals were among ten successful bids for the 43 000 hours of observing 
time allocated to radio astronomers from Africa and around the world on South Africa’s 
MeerKAT telescope. A precursor telescope to the SKA, which will be the largest radio 
telescope in the world, the MeerKAT telescope consists of 64 13.5m diameter Gregorian 
offset dishes. A MeerKAT engineering test bed of seven dishes (KAT-7) is already 
complete on the potential SKA site near Carnarvon in the Northern Cape Province. Radio 
telescopes like MeerKAT harness faint interstellar signals, allowing astronomers to probe 
the ‘Dark Ages’ of the universe. (UCT scholars enthusiastically welcomed the decision in 
June 2012 by the SKA Site Advisory Committee and its associates to assign a portion 
of the international SKA array of radio telescopes to South Africa. The majority of SKA 
dishes in Phase 1 of the €1.5 billion project will be built in South Africa in combination 
with MeerKAT, aka the Karoo Array Telescope, the South African array currently under 
construction in the Karoo region. Further SKA dishes will be added to the Australian Square 
Kilometre Array Pathfinder.)

Change at UCT, and his group 

launched two new online services 

to bridge the communication gap 

between scientists and laypersons. 

Because complex data was often ‘lost 

in translation’, and thus misrepresented 

in the media, Hewitson’s Climate 

Systems Analysis Group has been hard 

at work addressing this knowledge 

shortage on two fronts. Firstly, the unit 

is managing the regional leg of the 

international ‘weatherathome’ online 

experiment, a project involving Oxford 

University and the Met Office in the 

UK and the University of Washington 

in the US, and funded by Microsoft. 

Internet users are invited to go to 

weatherathome.org and download 

state-of-the-art global-regional climate 

model software, which then uses the 

computer’s spare processing time, 

when the user is not actively working 

but still has it switched on. The software 

is locally focused, so over a period 

of a few weeks Southern African 

computers will calculate the changing 

weather over the region. 

Scholar heads European ethics 
group

Professor Julian Kinderlerer (below 

left) holder of the Chair of Intellectual 

Property Law at UCT, was re-

appointed to membership of the 

European Group on Ethics in Science 

and New Technologies (EGE) and 

also elected to a five-year term as the 

group’s president. This independent, 

pluralist and multidisciplinary body 

advises the European Commission, 

the Council and the European 

Parliament on ethics in science and 

new technologies related to community 

legislation or policies. 

African archaeological 
research strengthened

UCT’s Afropolitan strategy received a 

boost when the African Archaeological 

Materials Research Group, an 

international but ‘African-oriented’ 

group, was established in 2011 to 
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promote the study of archaeological 

materials. The group was formed at a 

meeting at UCT in September, when 

experts from Africa, Canada, the UK, 

and the US gathered to talk about 

collaboration. The meeting was funded 
by the Vice-Chancellor’s Strategic 
Fund. Organiser Dr Shadreck Chirikure 
of the Department of Archaeology 
explains that the plan is to develop 
an exchange of ideas, staff and 
students within “the framework of 
sound and solid research agendas”. 
“We identified critical issues in African 
archaeology, such as the need for 
effective dating methods to assign ages 
in order to understand the beginning of 
African metallurgy.”

Genesis Project incubates 
entrepreneurs

A recipe for entrepreneurial success 

won a team from the Faculty of 

Commerce a Distinguished Research 

Award at the annual conference of 

the Allied Academies in Las Vegas, 

US. Associate Professor Thomas 

Gstraunthaler (accounting) joined 

forces with Stuart Hendry, lecturer 

and course convenor of the Genesis 

Project in the School of Management 

Studies (left and right in picture), to 

research effective learning processes 

for equipping budding entrepreneurs 

with the right mindset, skills and 

business tools. The Genesis Project is 

an intensive action-learning platform in 

a highly entrepreneurial environment. 

Magnetometer a first for catalysis research
In 2011 a South African patent was granted for the 

world-first In-situ Magnetometer, invented by Professors 

Michael Claeys and Eric van Steen (left and right in 

picture) of UCT’s Centre for Catalysis Research, in 

partnership with Jan van de Loosdrecht and Kobus 

Visagie of Sasol Technology.

The device will add great value to research in a variety 

of fields, including nano-technology.

Fully computer-controlled, the Magnetometer enables 

scientists to examine ferro-megnetic materials in actual 

operating conditions.

Catalysts such as cobalt are used in the production of a variety of fuels and play a key role in terms of product performance. 

The device uses a large electromagnet to magnetise the catalyst, in which industrial conditions with high pressure and 

temperature can be realised. The purpose of this area of research is to examine the physical changes that catalysts undergo 

during process situations that affect catalyst performance.

The Magnetometer has been well-received by the international community. Since its commissioning, the study team has 

performed numerous experiments from which important conclusions have been drawn in the field of catalyst research. The 

development of the Magnetometer by the joint study team presents a fine example of successful collaboration between UCT 

and Sasol.

Archaeologist Dr Shadreck Chirikure.
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Wind generator blows competition away
The design for a sustainable wind generator using 

redundant materials earned Hartmut Jagau, a master’s 

student in electrical engineering at UCT, the 2011 

Student Poster Presentation award at the prestigious 

2011 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ 

Energy Conversion Congress & Exposition (IEEE 

ECCE). Jagau’s design reuses the permanent magnets 

from discarded hard drives to create a sustainable 

generator. The IEEE ECCE conference is one of the top 

electrical machines conferences in North America. “It 

was encouraging to bring the prize to South Africa and 

to see that our universities are indeed world-class,” said Jagau. “My hope is that it will develop into a fully functional wind 

energy conversion system which actually changes lives, rather than just proving a concept.” More than 1 100 people 

attended and over 600 papers were presented at the IEEE ECCE.

Heart experts become 
international scholars

UCT’s Professors Bongani Mayosi and 

Karen Sliwa-Hahnle were named as 

international scholars to the Population 

Health Research Institute (PHRI) at 

McMaster University, Canada, paving 

the way for further research in the 

population studies of heart disease 

in South Africa. Mayosi, head of 

the Department of Medicine, and 

Sliwa-Hahnle, director of the Hatter 

Cardiovascular Research Institute, 

received the award, made to “highly 

productive and successful researchers 

of international distinction, and long-

standing collaborators of the PHRI”. 

Going, going, gone
According to UCT’s botanist Adam 

West, the “next generation of 

ecosystem science” is needed to solve 

South African, African and global 

questions about what the surface 

of the earth will look like in the next 

century. Scientists refer to this as 

“landcover”, a term describing the 

ecosystems that cover our landscapes. 

Landcover determines access to food, 

water and sustainable livelihoods 

for those living off the land. It also 

determines how fast we adapt to 

climate change and whether we serve 

to mitigate or accelerate the process. 

The “next generation of science” has 

to include the melding of ecologists, 

experimentalists and systems modellers 

– disciplines that traditionally think 

in vastly different scales – with 

societal needs and desired economic 

outcomes. It also needs to continue to 

put South African science on the global 

map. “South African scientists have led 

the way in several important areas of 

global change research,” said West.

HIV+ kidney transplants gain 
world attention

UCT surgeon Dr Elmi Muller and her 

team were lauded following their 

historic transplants of kidneys from 

HIV-positive donors to HIV-positive 

recipients. Since carrying out the 

world’s first such transplant in October 

2008, the team has performed 

nine similar procedures, with their 

work featured in the New England 

Journal of Medicine. Muller, based 

in UCT’s Department of Surgery and 

a full-time surgeon at Groote Schuur 

Hospital, is the clinical researcher who 

UCT botanist Dr Adam West. 
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Four UCT scientists were named among the winners of the 2011 South African 

Women in Science Awards, announced and presented by the Minister of Science 

and Technology, Naledi Pandor, at a gala dinner at the Presidential Guest House in 

Pretoria. Professor Renée Kraan-Korteweg, head of the Department of Astronomy, was 

named the second runner-up in the life, natural and engineering sciences category 

of the Distinguished Women in Science Award. Aisha-Bibi Pandor of the Division 

of Human Genetics won a Department of Science and Technology (DST) doctoral 

fellowship for her work. TATA Africa Scholarships also went to UCT master’s graduate 

Tozama Ogunleye, now doing her doctoral work at Wits, and master’s student 

Neann Mathai of the Department of Computer Science.

UCT women among the nation’s finest

initiated and drove the project. For the 

transplants, she worked with Professor 

Marc Mendelson of the Division of 

Infectious Diseases, Professor Del Kahn 

of the Department of Surgery and 

Dr Zunaid Barday of the Division of 

Nephrology to ensure that all clinical 

aspects of this complicated procedure 

were covered. The chief concern in 

the transplantation of a kidney from 

an HIV-positive donor to an HIV-

positive recipient, explains Muller, is 

the potential risk of ‘superinfection’. 

This is when a strain or subtype of HIV 

triggers a more rapid progression of 

HIV in the transplant recipient. In all 

cases the transplant recipients enjoyed 

good renal function after the transplant, 

without the need for dialysis.

Four new Fellows join the ranks

Professors George Janelidze and 

Hans-Peter Kunzi  from the Department 

of Mathematics and Applied 

Mathematics, Vanessa Watson of the 

City and Regional Planning Programme 

in the School of Architecture, Planning 

and Geomatics, and Ed Rybicki of 

the Department of Molecular and 

Cell Biology were welcomed as new 

Fellows. Fellowships are awarded to 

academic staff to recognise original 

distinguished academic work. 

Tripartite boost for mining

The South African Minerals to 

Metals Research Institute (SAMMRI), 

launched in 2011, grew from a 

tripartite collaboration between 

government, industry and academia 

to promote the development of 

local mineral processing research. 

SAMMRI’s formal launch also served 

to launch its pilot programme: nine 

projects awarded to six South African 

universities. Of these, three projects 

are run by UCT research teams: acid 

rock drainage in coal recovery; testing 

platinum mine tailings residue for gas 

emissions; and energy consumption by 

tumbling mills (grinding machines).

(Clockwise from top left: Professors 
Janelidze, Kunzi, Rybicki and Watson.)

UCT surgeon Dr Elmi Muller.
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Zingoni part of elite fellowship

Alphose Zingoni (above), professor 

of structural engineering and 

mechanics in the Department of Civil 

Engineering, was elected a fellow 

of the International Association for 

Bridge and Structural Engineering 

(IABSE). Zingoni joined an elite 

group of only 150 IABSE members 

worldwide. The fellowship recognises 

his significant contributions to the 

field of structural engineering on the 

world stage, through his own research 

and scholarship – which enjoys 

considerable international recognition 

from his peers – and the prominent 
role he has played in promoting the 
exchange of the latest findings among 
researchers. Over the past 15 years 
Zingoni has been investigating the 

behaviour of shell structures, and his 
1997 text Shell Structures in Civil and 
Mechanical Engineering is now used 
in more than 60 countries. He has also 
pioneered work on the use of group 
theory in the study of problems in 

structural mechanics. 

NecroChronometer pinpoints 
time of death 

A new device set to revolutionise how 

forensic pathologists at crime scenes 

estimate a body’s time of death is 

the brainchild of Dr Sipho Mfolozi 

(above) of UCT’s Division of Forensic 

Medicine. The imaginatively-named 

NecroChronometer took second 

place at the National Innovation 

Competition, a biannual event held 

by the Technology Innovation Agency 

and the Department of Science and 

Technology. Mfolozi explains that the 

NecroChronometer uses three tried-

and-tested methods to calculate time 

of death, namely tympanic membrane 

temperature, liver temperature and 

the concentration of potassium in the 

eye fluid. But the NecroChronometer’s 

claim to innovation is that it combines 

all three methods, as well as factoring 

in climate and weather variables, such 

as wind speed and humidity, which 

affect the cooling rate of the corpse. 

UCT is Africa base for Poverty 
Action Lab

The close interface between 

economists at UCT and policymakers 

in South Africa refutes accusations 

that universities are ivory towers, said 

Vice-Chancellor Dr Max Price at the 

launch of the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty 

Action Lab for Africa (J-PAL Africa) in 

2011. UCT hosted the African node of 

A-rating for UCT’s top inventor
UCT’s top inventor, Professor Ed Rybicki (molecular and cell biology, 

became UCT’s newest National Research Foundation A-rated 

researcher in November. Dr David Braun (archaeology),  

Dr Amanda Weltmann (mathematics and applied mathematics) 

and Dr Shadreck Chirikure (archaeology) were given P-ratings 

(President’s Awards). A-ratings are awarded to researchers 

recognised by their peers as leading international scholars. P-rated 

researchers are young researchers (normally younger than age 35) 

who are considered likely to become future international leaders. 
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J-PAL, the fourth regional office of the 

international J-PAL research network, 

based at the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT). The project works to 

reduce global poverty by ensuring that 

government policy and programmes 

are based on scientific evidence. J-PAL 

Africa will be led by executive director 

Kamilla Gumede and hosted by 

Professor Murray Leibbrandt, director 

of the Southern African Labour and 

Development Research Unit (SALDRU) 

in the Faculty of Commerce. UCT has 

deep roots in the fight against poverty, 

and SALDRU has implemented a range 

of innovative surveys in the arena over 

the past 30 years.

Meningitis vaccine to protect 
millions in Africa

Associate Professor Neil Ravenscroft 

(above right) describes his work on 

MenAfriVac, a recently-released 

vaccine against meningitis, as the 

most important he’s ever done. The 

vaccine has the potential to eliminate 

meningitis in the infamous ‘meningitis 

belt’ of Africa, a strip of 25 countries 

from Senegal in the west to Ethiopia 

in the east, accounting for the bulk of 

the world’s meningitis epidemics. The 

disease, which infects the membranes 

surrounding the brain and spinal cord, 

kills thousands annually, and 10% to 

20% of survivors are left deaf, mentally 

impaired or disabled. MenAfriVac can 

be used on children as young as one 

year old, and needs only one dose, 

costing between 40 and 50 American 

cents (around R3.50). The Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation funded 

most of the $70 million costs, and five 

years of clinical trials in India and West 

Africa.

Supercomputers to model 
heart behaviour

Researchers at UCT’s Cardiovascular 

Research Unit (CVRU) are working 

with the Centre for Research 

in Computational and Applied 

Mechanics and the Centre for High-

Performance Computing (CHPC) on a 

R2.2 million research project to explore 

treatments for heart attacks. CVRU co-

investigator Dr Neil Davies is exploring 

the use of a synthetic hydrogel to 

repair the heart’s weakened walls after 

a heart attack. The hydrogel is injected 

UCT and Samsung partner to develop 
innovative cell phone applications 

UCT and Samsung Electronics have launched a multimillion-rand 

partnership to develop innovative mobile phone applications in 

response to unique needs in Africa. The UCT Samsung Mobile 

Innovation Laboratory (SMILe), Samsung’s first innovation unit in 

Africa, will increase mobile innovation and skills development. 

Partners in the venture include UCT’s Information Systems 

Department and the Computer Science Department as well 

as the Cape IT incubator, Bandwidth Barn. The lab has been 

launched for an initial period of three years and will explore how 

Samsung mobile technology can be used by students to address 

technology needs within Africa.

(From left, back) George Ferreira (Samsung), Professor Jean-
Paul Van Belle (Information Systems) and Chris Vermeulen 
(Bandwidth Barn). (Front) Ntutele Tshenye (Samsung), 
Professor Gary Marsden (ICT4D & Mobile Researcher, 
Computer Science), and Brett Loubser (Samsung).
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into the heart, where it forms a web-like 

substance that shores up the heart 

muscle’s damaged tissue. This is where 

the CHPC’s banks of supercomputers 

– the fastest in Africa – come in. “We 

now want to model the behaviour of 

the mechanics of the heart with and 

without the hydrogels,” says principal 

investigator Dr Thomas Franz, who 

leads the Biomechanical Sciences 

Group in the CVRU.

MRI scans brains on the move 
Eduardo Fontes (a doctoral student 

from the University of Campinas in São 

Paulo) and a group at the Medical 

Research Council/UCT Research 

Unit for Exercise Science and Sports 

Medicine (ESSM) have developed a 

portable, helmet-sized MRI scanner 

that ‘picks the brain’ of sportspeople 

in action. This allows scientists to study 

the relationship between the brain 

and sports performance, and which 

cerebral areas control exercise. Fontes 

and his father, a mechanical engineer 

in Brazil, had built a contraption that 

allowed researchers to take an MRI 

scan of a cyclist completing a standard 

– if punishing – VO2 max (aka maximal 

oxygen consumption) test while 

connected to a cycling ergometer. This 

test measures the maximum amount 

of oxygen that a person’s body can 

transport and use during a bout of 

exercise in which intensity is gradually 

increased over time. The project is 

breaking new ground in the study of 

the brain during physical activity.

‘Leaproach’ in top 10 new species
The world’s only known jumping cockroach, discovered by UCT’s 

Professor Mike Picker and former student Dr Jonathan Colville 

(left and right in picture), leapt into the Top 10 New Species for 

2011, a much-vaunted list compiled by the International Institute for 

Species Exploration at Arizona State University in the US. The list 

highlights the most exciting new species described taxonomically in 

the previous year. ‘Leaproach’, as Picker and Colville have named 

it, shares the billing with a leech with enormous teeth and an iron 

oxide-consuming bacterium discovered on a rusticle from the RMS 

Titanic. Picker, of UCT’s Department of Zoology, and Colville, now 

with the South African National Biodiversity Institute, discovered 

the cockroach by chance in 2006 while using a net to sweep 

vegetation for long-tongue flies in the sedge meadows of the 

Silvermine Nature Reserve.
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Teaching and learning 
are pivotal to UCT’s 
academic endeavour to 
produce skills and human 
resources for the country 
and continent’s ongoing 
transformation and 
development. 

Opening up teaching and 
learning resources

UCT’s OpenContent Directory, which 

allows easy, free online access to a 

selection of UCT teaching and learning 

resources, was officially launched in 

2010. This is the first step towards 

developing OpenUCT, a far-reaching 

initiative to make a range of UCT’s 

knowledge resources, including 

research, available to anyone with 

internet access. UCT also joined 

the international OpenCourseWare 

Consortium, a collaboration of more 

than 200 organisations around 

the world using a shared model to 

create a body of open educational 

content. Funded by the Shuttleworth 

Foundation (named after alumnus 

and astronaut Mark Shuttleworth), the 

OpenUCT initiative will increase the 

institution’s participation in the global 

open research, teaching and social 

responsiveness environments. 

Pathology goes digital

Many important archival collections 

are being digitised to open important 

resources to scholars. The Department 

of Clinical Laboratory Sciences, for 

example, has overhauled its Pathology 

Learning Centre by digitising the 

collection. Previously a pathology 

museum, students can examine bottled 

specimens of every conceivable body 

part and phenomenon, from amputated 

limbs and diseased organs to a 

selection of internal parasites. Yeats 

and her colleagues have now taken 

steps to maximise the centre’s reach by 

digitising the entire collection. Once 

complete, it will feature photographs 

of every specimen, complete with a 

description and a brief history. While 

online research is all good and well, 

Yeats encourages students to make full 

use of the facility, saying that examining 

specimens in the flesh, so to speak, is 

a wholly more fascinating experience 

than seeing pictures of them on screen 

or in textbooks. The centre has made 

this open education resource available 

to everyone with access to an 

internet connection, under a Creative 

Commons Licence. 

TEACHING AND LEARNING DEVELOPMENTS

Improved teaching key to improved pass rates 
The university’s first Conference on Teaching and Learning was hosted in November 

by the Centre for Higher Education Development and the Institutional Planning 

Department to beef up initiatives to improve teaching. Delegates presented their work 

on boosting the effectiveness of teaching, speaking on the use of video-taping to teach 

communication; teaching and learning in large classes; facilitating small-group learning; 

and multiple-choice testing in maths. Vice-Chancellor Dr Max Price said improved 

teaching could be the key to turning around the poor pass rates of some programmes 

such as the BSc degree, which currently manages a cohort completion rate of under 

50%. In addition, many delegates warmed to the argument that the standard three-year 

degree no longer fits with the needs of the country and its less-prepared students.

From museum to showcase: Dr Jane Yeats 
in the new Pathology Learning Centre.
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Distinguished teachers 
recognised

The Distinguished Teacher Award 

is the highest accolade given to 

teaching staff at all levels within the 

university, in recognition of excellence 

in teaching. Through the award, UCT 

acknowledges the primary place of 

teaching and learning in the university’s 

work. The recipients of the awards in 

2011 were Dr Susan Levine (social 

anthropology), Timothy Low (statistical 

sciences), Dr Gregory Smith (chemistry) 

and Associate Professor Mike 

Campbell (jazz studies).

Values-based leadership is 
centre’s core business
The Graduate School of Business 

(GSB) established the Centre in 

Values-based Leadership at the GSB in 

April 2011.  Values-based leadership 

focuses on the central role that values, 

meaning and purpose play in business. 

This role has come under the spotlight 

in the wake of the collapse of mega 

companies such as Enron, which raised 

serious questions around the dangers 

of ‘ethical deficit’ in  business and the 

need to establish sound corporate 

culture. 

Sponsored by Allan WB Gray, 

founder of Allan Gray Ltd and the Allan 

Gray Orbis Foundation, the centre 

is the first of its kind in South Africa 

and is committed to exploring new 

ways of doing business, based on 

purpose, sustainability and responsible 

practices.  The centre builds on the 

long-time relationship between the 

GSB and the Allan Gray Orbis 

Foundation, and represents a major 

step forward in addressing these 

critical contemporary business issues.

Multilingualism award

UCT won the education category 

of the 2010/2011 Multilingualism 

Awards of the Pan South African 

Language Board (PanSALB). This 

category examines the use and 

promotion of multilingualism in 

institutions of learning, including in 

policies and tuition material. The 

award was presented jointly to the 

Faculties of Health Sciences and 

Humanities at UCT for the training 

programmes in Afrikaans and isiXhosa 

that have been incorporated into the 

formal MBChB curriculum. 

Higher education partnership prospers
Representatives from the Cape Higher Education Consortium 

(CHEC) met with Premier Helen Zille and members of her 

provincial government in 2011 to review the partnership 

between the consortium and the Provincial Government of the 

Western Cape, and discuss a three-year planning framework. 

CHEC was established to bring together the Western Cape 

higher education institutions – UCT, the Cape Peninsula 

University of Technology, Stellenbosch University and the 

University of the Western Cape – to address regional concerns 

through the design of academic programmes, research, and the 

pooling of academic strength.

University rectors and vice-chancellors Professor Brian 
O’Connell of UWC, Professor Vuyisa Mazwi-Tanga of 
CPUT, Premier Helen Zille, Professor Russel Botman of 
Stellenbosch and UCT’s Dr Max Price.

Distinguished Teacher Award recipients 
(clockwise from top left): Dr Levine, Low, Dr 
Smith and Associate Professor Campbell. 
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Collaborations with institu-

tions in Africa and abroad 

underpin the university’s 

internationalisation strat-

egy. An African focus cre-

ates expertise on local and 

indigenous knowledge.  It 

positions UCT as a premier 

provider of higher educa-

tion to students from Africa, 

as well as international 

scholars. Our collabora-

tions and African focus pre-

pare UCT’s students for an 

ever-changing international 

landscape. 

Global studies programme 
affords students larger 
perspective
UCT joined forces with the Albert-

Ludwigs University of Freiburg in 

Germany to run the Global Studies 

Programme, a master’s programme that 

includes training in Germany, India and 

South Africa. Established in 2002, the 

horizon-broadening programme’s two-

year curriculum comprises sociology, 

political sciences, anthropology, and 

geography courses. The programme 

also enables the university to prepare 

its students for an ever-changing global 

landscape.

Partnerships in West Africa

UCT’s Afropolitan aspirations took a 

new turn during a trip to Ghana and 

Nigeria in November 2011. Deputy 

vice-chancellor Professor Thandabantu 

Nhlapo, Associate Professor Harry 

Garuba (African studies), Mwenya 

Kabwe (drama) and Dr Aubrey 

Mainza (chemical engineering) made 

up the delegation to the Universities 

of Ghana and Ibadan,. The visit 

cemented existing collaborations 

and explored new partnerships. The 

inclusion of younger lecturers and 

senior lecturers was deliberate, said 

Nhlapo. “It stems from a wish to begin 

the implementation of an important 

component of the Afropolitan vision 

– supporting new, collaborative 

relationships across the continent 

and deepening existing ones, while 

assisting younger scholars to acquire 

the capital that comes with academic 

networking across borders.”

Student leadership training in 
Ghana

Chemical engineering student 

Lebogang Mahlare joined 24 

other young women for the Moremi 

Leadership Empowerment and 

Development (MILEAD) Summer 

INTERNATIONALISATION AND UCT’S AFROPOLITAN NICHE

Chinese visit underscores internationalisation
Internationalisation at UCT was spotlighted at a function held for a high-level 

delegation from the Chinese Language Council International in Beijing, China, 

hosted by vice-chancellor Dr Max Price (middle). UCT already offers lessons in 

Mandarin to staff and students through the Confucius Institute, and has recently 

extended that by introducing accredited courses in Chinese-language studies.

Travels abroad: Photographed in Nigeria 
were (from left) Dr Aubrey Mainza (UCT); 
Assoc Prof Harry Garuba (UCT); Mwenya 
Kabwe (UCT); Dr Jemima Asabea Anderson 
and Assoc Prof Nana Aba Appiah Amfo 
of the University of Ibadan; and DVC Prof 
Thandabantu Nhlapo. 
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Institute, a leadership training 

programme held in Ghana in August. 

The women, named MILEAD fellows 

for 2011, were selected from 25 

African countries and came from a 

range of academic, professional and 

social backgrounds. Mahlare was 

selected for her accomplishments as 

a community leader. These include 

her role as national media and 

marketing director for South African 

Women in Engineering (SAWomEng), 

an organisation founded at UCT by 

graduates Mabohlale Mampuru and 

Naadiya Moosajee to support women 

engineers in the country.”I met 24 

phenomenal women who are striving 

for a better Africa,” said Mahlare of 

the MILEAD gathering.

Tackling African transport and 
environmental issues

UCT researchers joined an inter-

national effort to tackle problems such 

as traffic congestion, air pollution and 

road safety in Africa. Leading South 

Africa’s contribution in the Transport 

and Environment-Science Technology 

(TEST) Network, Associate Professor 

Marianne Vanderschuren (left) of 

UCT’s Centre of Transport Studies 

is co-ordinating a national drive to 

strengthen scientific and technological 

support for sustainable transport 

policies in the country. The network 

involves universities from six African 

countries, UN-Habitat, and the 

International Forum for Rural Transport 

and Development. It is funded by 

the EC African, Caribbean and 

Pacific Group of States Science and 

Technology Programme.

Global south ecology debates 
now in online database

A recent contribution to UCT’s 

Afropolitan strategic thrust was a new 

database of ecological knowledge. 

The Sawyer/Programme for the 

Enhancement of Research Capacity’s 

Contested Ecologies Database makes 

available neglected, dispersed and 

rare literature offering alternative 

perspectives on ecology. Comprising 

over 200 articles on contestations over 

knowledge from scholars in the global 

South, the database was produced by 

Dr Lesley Green, co-ordinator of the 

Sawyer Seminar Series, and a team 

of researchers in UCT’s Department of 

Social Anthropology.

UCT partners with German 
Consulate on transformation 
symposium

Germany and South Africa are worlds 

apart on many fronts, but the two 

countries followed similar trajectories 

when it came to transformation. Those 

similarities were dissected when UCT 

and the German Consulate in Cape 

Town hosted a three-day symposium, 

South Africa and Germany 20 Years 

On: What does nation-building and 

reconciliation mean? ’It was co-

organised by UCT’s Department of 

Psychology and the German Consul-

General, Hans-Werner Bussmann. 

SADC universities join forces

Senior university leaders from across 

the Southern African Development 

Community (SADC) pooled scholastic 

forces at the establishment of the 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor Working 

Group on Research, Development 

and Climate Change, held at UCT 

in 2011. The initiative, driven by the 

Southern African Regional Universities 

Association (SARUA), follows the 

adoption of a Framework for Action 

on Climate Change and Adaptation 

in Higher Education in the SADC, 

formulated at the Vice-Chancellors’ 

Leadership Dialogue, a meeting 

of vice-chancellors from 24 SADC 

countries in Mauritius in 2010. 

(From left) VC Dr Max Price, DVC Professor 
Thandabantu Nhlapo, and Piyushi Kotecha, 
SARUA CEO.
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IPD in MoU with Namibia

The Institutional Planning Department 

(IPD) signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) with the 

University of Namibia (UNAM), 

becoming the first support and 

administration department at UCT 

to enter into such an agreement 

with another university. The IPD will 

support UNAM in the area of quality 

assurance, which Namibia is beginning 

to embrace in its higher education 

sector.

European parliamentarians 

visit leading TB vaccine trial

Six Members of the European 

Parliament visited UCT in February 

2011 to observe the the world’s 

most advanced tuberculosis vaccine 

clinical trial on infants. Based in the 

Western Cape Town of Worcester, 

the trial is being conducted by UCT’s 

South African Tuberculosis Vaccine 

Initiative (SATVI), the world’s leading 

TB-vaccine clinical research group, 

in partnership with the European-

based Oxford Emergent Tuberculosis 

Consortium. The new vaccine was 

developed in Europe, so the visitors 

were especially interested in seeing 

the trial in the field. The vaccine trial, 

which has generated worldwide 

media attention, is expected to run 

until the end of 2012.

Wrapped up against the sand storms in Timbuktu: (from left) Premesh Lalu (UWC), Marilet Sienaert (UCT), Ciraj Rassool (UWC), 

Carolyn Hamilton (UCT), Mbongiseni Buthelezi (UCT) and Seydou Traore (local interpreter and guide).

Journey to Timbuktu
In January 2011, seven UCT staff members, three colleagues from the University of the Western Cape and two represent-

atives of the Ford Foundation arrived in the fabled city of Timbuktu. The week-long visit was organised by the Tombouctou 

Manuscripts (Mss) Project, led by Associate Professor Shamil Jeppie, senior researcher at the Institute for the Humanities 

in Africa (HUMA). Since 2002, the project has been working with various aspects of the manuscript tradition of Mali,          

including research, translation and digitisation of the historical documents. The visit was part of the project’s broader focus 

on the history of writing and book culture on the African continent, and was both an introduction to the wonders of Mali 

for local scholars and an intellectual exchange between them and their West African counterparts. 
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UCT relies on the support 
of a wide range of funders, 
from government and the 
private sector to individual 
donors and philanthropic 
foundations, to provide its 
world-class facilities and 
research infrastructure.

Record numbers for UCT 
fundraising

Following a record-setting fundraising 

year in 2010, donations to UCT soared 

a further 27.8% in 2011 to set a new 

one-year fundraising record of R226.7 

million. The achievement reflects well on 

the work being done by the university’s 

academic leadership and the strong, 

tangible support from many foundations, 

corporations, and individuals. It is also 

a tribute to the efforts of UCT alumni 

leaders around the world. The 2011 

donations total is some 43% over that 

of 2009, a phenomenal achievement in 

the current economic climate. 

Kresge Foundation visits UCT

A high-level Kresge Foundation 

delegation from the US visited 

UCT to determine how their work 

suits the South African context. The 

visitors included the foundation’s 

president, Rip Rapson, and board 

member Dr Phil Clay (in picture right). 

Kresge supports access and success 

for disadvantaged students. The 
foundation has awarded UCT  
R12 million previously, and more 
recently R7.5 million in the form of a 
challenge grant for the South African 
Labour and Development Research 
Unit’s Summer Training Programme 
in Social Science, in 2008. The 
campaign to match the challenge grant 
was succesfully concluded in October 

2011.

 

Marine Research Institute 
funded for climate change 
research 

Funding of R1.8 million per annum for 

2010 and 2011 was granted to UCT’s 

Marine Research Institute (MA-RE) for 

a new programme launched under 

the Vice-Chancellor’s Climate Change 

Strategic Initiative. The ambitious 

MA-RE BASICS programme (the more 

manageable name for the Marine 

Research in the Benguela and Agulhas 

Systems for Supporting Interdisciplinary 

Climate-change Science programme) 

was officially launched on 11 May 

2010, thanks to a proposal titled 

Marine Multi-Scale Data and Models: 

The key to predicting climate variability 

in Africa and its biological and social 

consequences, which was one of 

two proposals accepted for funding. 

As a result, a number of BASICS 

postgraduates, ranging from master’s 

students to Postdoctoral Research 

Fellows, stand to benefit from the grant. 

The goal is completely new for Africa.

New Dell Foundation bursary 
benefits  25 new UCT students

Twenty-five new UCT students will 

be fully supported by the Michael & 

Susan Dell Foundation through their 

Dell Young Leaders programme. The 

programme takes a holistic approach, 

equipping students to graduate, 

gain employment and achieve 

professionally. This means students 

receive backing not only in terms of 

tuition fees, but also with technology, 

resources and mentoring to ensure they 

have the support they need. 

(Below, from left)  Students Tamara 

Esau and Janet Mountain, with Caitlin 

Baron (Dell) and Dr Jim McNamara 

(UCT).

£6 million project to aid 
mental health services

The new PRogramme for Improving 

Mental health carE (PRIME) in the 

UCT-based Centre for Public Mental 

Health received a £6 million grant 

from the UK government’s Department 

FUNDING AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT
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for International Development. This 

will fund a series of ‘demonstration 

sites’ in the resource-poor primary-

study countries – Ethiopia, India, South 

Africa, Uganda and Nepal. Mental 

health is often a neglected issue 

in public health, with under-funded 

services, leading to an international 

move, led by the World Health 

Organisation and others, to build the 

capacity of primary health care clinics 

and primary health care practitioners to 

deliver basic mental health services at 

primary health care level. The Centre 

for Public Mental Health will work with 

a host of partners and collaborators 

across the five countries and beyond, 

involving doctors, nurses, health 

ministries, academic institutions and civil 

society organisations. 

New funding for TB research
In early 2011, UCT’s South African 

Tuberculosis Vaccine Initiative (SATVI) 

was awarded a $5.3 million (R36 

million) research grant by the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation, specifically 

to conduct research to learn why some 

people exposed to the tuberculosis 

bacterium develop TB, while others 

do not. Worldwide, nine million 

people develop TB annually, and 1.7 

million die of the disease. Only 10% 

of people infected with the TB germ 

develop lung disease. The research 

project’s first aim is to learn what to 

measure in blood that will indicate that 

an exposed person will develop TB 

disease. This will allow early, targeted 

intervention with antibiotics. Led by 

SATVI’s Professor Willem Hanekom 

(above), the three-year project will 

bring together some of the world’s best 

scientists to work on the problem.

Boost for UCT sports outreach 
programmes

The community development initiatives 

of four UCT sports clubs enjoyed a 

welcome boost in the shape of a  

R770 000 grant  from the National 

Lottery Distribution Trust Fund. 

This supported the development 

programmes of the rugby, rowing, 

tennis and yachting clubs. The biggest 

slice of the pie, over R551 000, aided 

the youngsters on a Rowing Club 

initiative. The Yacht Club’s windsurfing 

development school also received 

support, as did the Tennis Club’s 

programme. The final recipient was 

the Ubumbo team, a UCT Rugby Club 

development initiative.

Million-dollar cheque for UCT rugby stadium 
A donation of US$1 million by 

alumnus Neville Isdell to the Rugby 

Club has allowed UCT to dust 

off its long-nursed plans to build a 

decent rugby stadium. Isdell, former 

chairperson and CEO of the Coca-

Cola company, and a longstanding 

and dedicated donor to UCT coffers, 

made the official announcement of 

the donation of around R7 million at 

a function after the UCT-Stellenbosch 

Varsity Cup clash on 7 March 2011. The award, he said, was inspired by his rugby-playing days as a student here in the 

1960s. It was those experiences that urged him to keep in touch with the Rugby Club at UCT. 

Neville Isdell (left) hands over the sizeable cheque to Dr Max Price – money that is earmarked 
for a new sports facility.
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One of UCT’s strategic 
goals is to expand and 
enhance its contribution 
to meeting South Africa’s 
development challenges. 
The university is committed 
to engaged, policy-relevant 
research and teaching, 
as well as to expanding 
opportunities for students to 
become directly involved in 
socially-responsive learning.

War on street pesticides gets 
top award
Research by Dr Hanna-Andrea Rother 

(below) on the consequences of the 

use of street pesticides on children’s 

health earned her UCT’s Distinguished 

Social Responsiveness Award. 

Established by Vice-Chancellor Dr 

Max Price to promote the university’s 

commitment to social responsiveness 

as an important institutional activity, 

the award is valued at R25 000 and 

is open to staff whose activities benefit 

not only UCT, but also an external 

community. Rother’s pioneering work 

in this under-researched area of public 

health has already influenced state 

policy. Armed with her research, 

the programme leader of Health 

Risk Management in the Centre for 

Occupational and Environmental 

Health Research challenged 

government and NGOs with possible 

solutions to the use of illegal and 

highly toxic pesticides (not intended for 

household consumption, as they are 

too toxic) among the urban poor in 

Cape Town’s peri-urban communities. 

100-UP launched in 
Khayelitsha
The 100-UP programme was launched 

in Khayelitsha in 2011 to improve the 

results of matriculants and gear them 

up for study at UCT. To this end, five 

Grade-10 learners from each of the 

township’s 20 secondary schools 

were selected to participate. Over 

three years, the university’s staff and 

students will work with UCT’s Schools 

Development Unit on a comprehensive 

programme to prepare these learners 

to compete for places at UCT at the 

end of 2013. The initiative is part of 

the Schools Improvement Initiative, 

which will not only look into the quality 

of educational provision – an area in 

which the SDU boasts an established 

track record through its work with 

teachers – but will also explore different 

models of university-school partnerships.

Social justice programme 
inspires students
The UCT Global Citizenship: Leading 

for Social Justice programme enrolled 

over 200 students in 2011. The 

course is run by the Centre for Higher 

Education Development and gives 

students a chance to get to grips with 

current issues and debates on global 

citizenship, leadership and social justice, 

and to reflect on community service 

experiences. The programme stems 

from UCT’s commitment to enhancing 

SOCIAL RESPONSIVENESS AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Conference explores 
trends in violence
The ‘culture of violence’ in South Africa, 

violence in schools and in communities, 

and innovative responses to violence 

were but a few of the topics raised 

at the first conference of the UCT Safety & Violence Initiative (SaVI), hosted 

on 8 and 9 September. At the event, experts in these fields, some from as 

far afield as Jamaica, Scotland, and Switzerland, shared their insights on the 

topics.”Violence is a topic of concern for everyone in South Africa,” said Vice-

Chancellor Dr Max Price (in picture) in his opening talk, “and through SaVI, 

UCT hopes to make a difference in this area.”
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graduate attributes by encouraging 

them to engage critically with problems 

facing the country, the continent and the 

world.  

Maths Competition brings out 
the best in high school learners
The hugely popular annual UCT Maths 
Competition (above), organised since 
1980 by Emeritus Professor John Webb 
of the Department of Mathematics and 
Applied Mathematics, drew over   

6 600 entrants to the campus in 2011. 

Designed to promote enthusiasm for the 

subject, its impact is obvious in the case 

of Dr Mark Berman, UCT mathematics 

lecturer. As a high school learner, he 

took part in the competition every year, 

always finishing in the top three. 

Rural Support Network 
promotes health care where 
it’s most needed

The Rural Support Network hosted 

Rural Health Awareness Weeks, part 

of its campaign to educate fellow 

students about health-care needs in 

South Africa’s often-neglected outlying 

areas. Members (all students in the 

Faculty of Health Sciences) visited 

schools in townships and rural areas to 

encourage learners there to consider 

tertiary education and medical training 

at UCT. These initiatives will expose 

students to the state of rural health 

care in South Africa, and perhaps 

pique their interest in working in such 

communities. 

EBE applies itself to innovation 
for social good

The Faculty of Engineering & the Built 

Environment (EBE) has pioneered a 

programme to promote research and 

knowledge creation that will make a 

real difference to South Africa’s poor 

and vulnerable communities. The EBE 

Initiative for Public Good outlined bold 

plans to produce new research that 

will contribute to the developmental 

needs of the country. The initiative is 

a response to growing calls to put 

innovation to work for social good, 

alongside economic imperatives. Three 

presentations showcased the work 

already begun: a water quality-testing 

system, a health risk management 

programme, and Engineers Without 

Borders. 

Irma Stern’s ‘artreach’ 
educates young visitors

Fifty groups of children participated 

in the UCT Irma Stern Museum’s 

educational programme in 2011, 

launched in 2010 as an addition to 

the successful commercial gallery. 

The educational initiative targets 

local schools. Of the 30 groups that 

have participated this year, two were 

sponsored by SHAWCO’s Star 

outreach project. The school tours 

comprise an introduction to Irma Stern’s 

art and an opportunity for learners 

to select a work for discussion – or 

to use as inspiration for their own 

compositions. Several successful 

Saturday morning workshops and 

drawing classes were held, some in 

collaboration with the Children’s Art 

Centre in Zonnebloem.   

UCT’s e-Waste Project saves space, resources 
and the environment

UCT has initiated the e-Waste Project to dispose of its redundant 

electronic equipment in a responsible and environmentally 

friendly way. Part of the Green Campus Action Plan, this initiative 

was intended to free up much-needed space and reduce the 

use of raw materials by recycling and re-use.
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NEW APPOINTMENTS

Many key appointments 
were made during 2011, 
both from within the ranks 
of the university and by 
bringing in exceptional 
talent and experience from 
other institutions to join 
UCT’s vibrant  community. 

 

Clark heads schools 
improvement initiative 
With the appointment in 2011 of Dr 
Jonathan Clark (in picture) as director 
of UCT’s new Schools Intervention 
Initiative (SII), the university has taken 
an increasingly hands-on approach to 
solving the problems of South Africa’s 
ailing schooling system. “This initiative,” 
said vice-chancellor Dr Max Price, 
“will draw on our broader resources 
to assist the government in improving 
the quality of education in South 
Africa, and explore different models of 
university-school partnerships.” The SII 
builds on the already extensive work of 
the Schools Development Unit (SDU), 
of which Clark is also director, and 
is a spin-off of another UCT initiative 
– Edulab. While the SII will focus on 
Khayelitsha, this focus will not exclude 
involvement with other schools in other 

communities.

New deputy vice-chancellor
joins the team

Professor Sandra Klopper took office 

as the new deputy vice-chancellor 

to provide leadership in the areas of 

teaching and learning, and planning. 

Klopper, former dean of humanities 

at the University of Pretoria, will have 

executive oversight of UCT Libraries, 

Information & Communication 

Technology Services and the 

Institutional Planning Department. 

Klopper has brought strong academic, 

management and leadership 

experience to her new role. She 

received her honours degree in art 

history (cum laude) in 1978 from 

the University of the Witwatersrand, 

returning later to write her PhD thesis, 

tracing the socio-political histories of 

various traditionalist art forms from 

present-day northern KwaZulu-Natal.

UCT’s transformation hot seat

The measure of your integrity is how 

you care for the most vulnerable. 

This is the philosophy of human rights 

advocacy veteran Glenda Wildschut 

(below left), recently appointed director 

of UCT’s Transformation Services office. 

Reporting to deputy vice-chancellor 

Professor Crain Soudien (transformation 

portfolio head), Wildschut is 

responsible for transformation activities, 

events and interventions at the 

university, from concept to execution. 

Appointed by former president Nelson 

Mandela to serve as a commissioner 

on the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission in 1995, Wildschut’s 

human rights activism dates back to the 

early 1980s.

First ombud for UCT

Zetu Makamandela-Mguqulwa 

was appointed to the newly-created 

position of ombud at UCT, and took 

office in January 2011. She is an 

impartial dispute resolution practitioner, 

providing confidential and informal 

assistance to members of the university 

community, including students and 

staff. In this position, Makamandela-

Mguqulwa will be “an advocate 

for fairness”, acting as a source of 

information and referral; aiding in 

answering an individual’s questions; 
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Sitas appointed to lead national humanities task team

Professor Ari Sitas (left) of UCT’s Department of Sociology was appointed by 

Dr Blade Nzimande, the South African national goverment’s Minister of Higher 

Education and Training, to head the task team to look into the reinvigoration 

of the humanities and social sciences in South Africa. The lower status of the 

humanities is costing the country dearly, says Sitas. He highlights three concerns: 

the “palpable decline” in the number of doctoral graduates, the emphasis on 

vocational training that has undermined the production of ‘thinking’ graduates, 

and a skills disparity when South Africa’s graduates are measured against their 

international counterparts. Sitas is also a Fellow at the Institute of Advanced 

Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, and a Guest Professor at the 

Albert-Ludvigs University of Freiburg.

and assisting in the resolution of 

concerns and critical situations. The 

Office of the Ombud supplements, 

but does not replace, the university’s 

existing conflict resolution resources. 

GSB‘s new research director
finds common ground

Associate Professor Ralph Hamann was 

named the GSB’s director of research. 

Research is a tricky area in a business 

school, where the ‘practical’ elements 

of business are paramount. In addition, 

the GSB wants to build a critical mass 

in research, under the trans-disciplinary 

theme of Emergent Market Business. 

It will be up to Hamann to find the 

common ground between the school’s 

three concerns of teaching, research and 

social relevance.

Graduate returns to steer UCT 
Libraries

Alumna Gwenda Thomas returned to 

UCT in November to take the reins 

as executive director of UCT Libraries. 

Thomas served as director of Library 

Services at Rhodes University and 

general manager and director in a 

higher education and library consortium, 

the Foundation of Tertiary Institutions of 

the Northern Metropolis (FOTIM) and 

its library project, the Gauteng and 

Environs Library Consortium. “Having 

completed my undergraduate studies 

and my librarianship training at UCT, it 

feels familiar. While the university has 

changed, the integrity and feel of the 

institution are the same.”

First pro vice-chancellor 
tackles climate change in 
Africa 

Africa has to play in the international 

climate-change arena, says Professor 

Mark New (below), UCT’s first pro 

vice-chancellor and director of the 

African Climate and Development 

Initiative. New’s job will be to provide 

leadership, bring together those who 

work across disciplines, faculties 

and departments in this field at the 

university, and further enhance UCT’s 

impressive research on climate change 

from an African perspective. 
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Mizrahi at the helm of IIDMM
Alumna Professor Valerie Mizrahi took the scenic route in a distinguished career 

path that led to her appointment as director of UCT’s Institute of Molecular 

Medicine and Infectious Diseases (IIDMM) in 2011. She brought with her a new 

partnership with the Universities of the Witwatersrand and Stellenbosch in the 

form of a national centre of excellence for TB research.

Mizrahi’s journey began with mathematics and chemistry, but after earning 

her chemistry PhD at UCT in 1983, she turned to biology. After postdoctoral 

fellowship in biochemistry at Penn State University in the US, Mizrahi returned to 

South Africa in 1986 to join the Centre for Molecular and Cell Biology at Wits.

But it was a stint with US pharmaceutical giant Smith Kline & French working in 

HIV drug discovery that inspired her interest in infectious disease, particularly TB.

It was this focus that brought her to the IIDMM, where she brings a 

“mycobacterial physiology and genetics presence” to some of the clinically-

oriented TB work. The aim is to develop new vaccines, and better drugs and 

diagnostics.

Science faculty welcomes new 
dean

Professor Anton le Roex of the 

Department of Geological Sciences 

took the helm as the new Dean of 

Science in January 2011. A UCT 

alumnus, Le Roex did his PhD at UCT in 

1980, joining the staff in1982, and has 

held the university’s Chamber of Mines 

Chair of Geochemistry since 1997. He 

has held teaching and research posts at 

the University of Hawaii and the Woods 

Hole Oceanographic Institution in 

Massachusetts. His research interests lie 

in the field of igneous geochemistry. Le 

Roex has a B1 rating from the National 

Research Foundation, and has been a 

Fellow of UCT since 2004.

Conrad heads new centre

Dr Olaf Conrad is the new head of 

the National Hydrogen Catalysis 

Competence Centre (also known as 

HySA/Catalysis) in the Department 

of Chemical Engineering at UCT. 

Formerly head of the fuel cell 

department at Next Energy in 

Oldenburg, Germany, Conrad 

is now responsible for scientific 

leadership within HySA/Catalysis. 

The centre’s mandate, in line with 

that of the Department of Science 

and Technology, is that South Africa 

should build the competence base to 

create products that are homegrown, 

and so bring in investment by setting 

up businesses that use its mineral 

wealth to create higher, value-added 

opportunities. 

New chief for Human 
Resources

Miriam Hoosain is UCT’s new 

Executive Director: Human Resources. 

She started in the university’s HR 

Department in 1999 as an Employment 

Equity Officer and has been promoted 

steadily in the department over the 

years. She served as senior HR advisor 

to the Faculty of Health Sciences from 

June 2004, and took over as acting 

executive director of HR in August 

2010.
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DEVELOPMENTS AND NEWSMAKERS ON CAMPUS

2011 saw a host of 

projects under way on 

campus, with building 

programmes setting 

the tone. It was also a 

period of milestones, as 

various sectors of the 

university commemorated 

anniversaries and linked 

up to mark historical 

events.

Building for the future

UCT will spend almost R1 billion 

on capital projects over the next 

three years. The roll-out of capital 

expenditure projects signals UCT’s 

commitment to providing the necessary 

physical infrastructure and services to 

ensure that the vision for transformation 

is met – opening the door to 

more students from a spectrum of 

backgrounds, and its expansion as an 

Afropolitan institution. The new Student 

Administration Building on the middle 

campus was completed at the end of 

November 2010. The construction of 

the new School of Economics building, 

sited above the Bremner Building, was 

completed in 2011. 

Another big investment will be made 

in a new building adjacent to the 

Chemical Engineering Building 

(see artist’s impression below). This 

complex will house the Department of 

Civil Engineering, as well as several 

research groups for the still-growing 

Department of Chemical Engineering. 

The other major development is the 

R485 million Obz square student 

residence in Observatory, which was 

completed at the end of 2011.

In addition, Properties and Services 

is doing major maintenance around 

campus, notably on the Computer 

Science Building and the section 

recently vacated by the Information 

and Communication Technology 

Services. 

First Lady brings message of 
hope and inspiration 

US First Lady Michelle Obama visited 

UCT in June 2011, meeting 50 

local high-school learners to share 

a message of hope and inspiration 

and extol the virtues of hard work 

and tertiary education. On arrival at 

UCT she was met by Vice-Chancellor 

Dr Max Price and former Vice-

Chancellor Dr Mamphela Ramphele. 

As Price pointed out to the learners 

in his welcoming talk – and which 

Obama then echoed – the day was 

all about them. “The essence of Mrs 

Obama’s message reinforces a core 

part of UCT’s mandate,” said Price, “to 

provide opportunities to learners with 

talent and motivation to gain access 

to a world-class higher education, 

regardless of their social class and in 

spite of their poorer schooling.”
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UCT academics joined thousands of 

participants in the 17th Conference of the 

Parties (COP17) in Durban in 2011, hosting 

an exhibition stand to showcase its new 

African Climate and Development Initiative 

(ACDI), headed by Professor Mark New (in 

picture), and affiliated units, departments and 

individuals. New, UCT’s pro vice-chancellor 

for climate change and director of the ACDI, 

was clear about his expectations: “The 

Kyoto Protocol second commitment period 

needs to be rescued, as this is the only 

working example of an international emissions agreement, albeit limited to a subset of developed countries. This requires 

developed countries such as Japan to give ground and agree to a second commitment period, but it would really 

be ‘lubricated’ if big emerging-economy emitters such as China and India agree to a reasonable timetable for them 

becoming part of a formal emissions reduction treaty. For Africa, and South Africa, agreement on the Green Climate Fund 

is critical, as without this, low-carbon development will be very difficult, and Africa could follow the business-as-usual fossil 

fuel energy pathway.”

Sustain nature, sustain 
humanity – Prince Charles

The birth of the world’s seven-billionth 

resident (marked symbolically on 31 

October 2011) and the launch of 

COP17 offered a timely backdrop 

to the talk by the Prince of Wales 

(right) at UCT on 5 November. Prince 

Charles addressed a packed Jameson 

Hall – the same venue in which is 

mounted a portrait of his great-uncle 

who in 1918, as Prince Edward, 

became UCT’s first Chancellor; and 

where his grandmother, the late 

Queen Mother, received an honorary 

doctorate in 1947. But his talk was of 

another overflowing location – Earth. 

“What with the ever-growing need 

for more urban development and the 

pressure to produce more food, it 

is fast becoming difficult to maintain 

essential services such as the supply of 

clean water, and ultimately to protect 

those areas that are rich in the diversity 

of life and which, whether we like it 

or not, are actually vital if nature is 

to continue sustaining herself, and 

therefore us,” said Prince Charles.

UCT joins cast of thousands at COP17
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Attenborough’s lecture fulfils a 
promise

Among the renowned speakers to 

grace UCT in 2011 was Sir David 

Attenborough (below), renowned 

broadcaster, writer and naturalist. 

He described his Vice-Chancellor’s 

Open Lecture at the university in April 

as the fulfilment of a promise made 

long ago. In 1945, he explained, he 

went to Clare College at the University 

of Cambridge for his undergraduate 

studies, and there met Patrick Niven, 

grandson of Sir Percy FitzPatrick, 

author of Jock of the Bushveld, and 

son of Cecily Niven, who would later 

bestow the £15 000 endowment 

that underpinned the establishment 

of UCT’s Percy FitzPatrick Institute 

of African Ornithology (50 years 

old in 2010). For years Patrick 

Niven beguiled him with stories of 

South Africa and its sights, inviting 

Attenborough to visit him here. Despite 

his best intentions, Attenborough was 

never able to take up the invitation, until 

this year, when he spoke at UCT as a 

guest of the Fitztitute. “Now, sadly, it’s 

too late; Patrick died a few years ago,” 

Attenborough said, “but I am keeping 

my promise to him as best I can.”

Ten up for Lung Institute
The UCT Lung Institute marked its 
tenth anniversary in 2011. Part of the 
Faculty of Health Sciences’ platform 
for teaching and learning, it operates 
as a separate company, addressing 
in research the priority health needs of 
the community. It has been instrumental 
in changing the way that asthma is 
monitored and managed worldwide, 
and has provided innovative training 
in the management of common lung 
diseases and HIV/AIDS in Southern 
Africa. Its founder, Professor Eric 
Bateman, (below) says the institute has 

pioneered community-based surveys 
of the burden of lung disease in South 
Africa, which have informed national 
and international health policies. 

Centenary for herbarium

In 2011, UCT celebrated 100 years of 

custodianship of that famous repository 

of plant specimens and material, 

the Bolus Herbarium. Founded in 

1865 in Graaff-Reinet by stockbroker 

and amateur botanist Harry Bolus, 

the herbarium is the “quintessential 

collection” of the Cape Floral 

Kingdom, and the country’s oldest 

functioning herbarium. It houses a 

collection of over 350 000 specimens, 

making it the third-largest in Southern 

Africa. 

Celebrating 125 years of women on campus 
UCT marked a major milestone in its history in 2011/2012: 125 

years of women on campus. In 1886, four students of the Good Hope 

Seminary signed up for Professor PD Hahn’s chemistry class at the South 

African College, in which UCT has its roots. In 1887 a special Council 

meeting was held “to consider an application from the professors to 

admit lady students” to the general course in all departments. With 

Council’s approval, the College became a fully co-educational 

institution for higher education. From the nine women who registered in 

1887, today 50% of UCT’s student body is made up of women.
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UCT believes that 
excellence in university 
education should 
encompass the holistic 
development of its students. 
While achievement on 
the academic front is 
important, participation 
in sporting and cultural 
activities, community 
service and leadership 
initiatives are encouraged 
and recognised.

Sportsperson of the Year

South Africa’s top-ranked men’s foil 

fencer, Jacques Viljoen, was UCT’s 

2011 Sportsperson of the Year, 

winning the coveted Jamison Cup for 

the second time. The final-year fine 

arts student won the same award in 

2009, a trajectory that saw him bag 

the national tournament title for the 

past three years, an unprecedented 

feat. Viljoen was one of many UCT 

students who were féted at the annual 

Sports Awards dinner in October. The 

Fencing Men’s First Team also won 

the Butterworth Cup for team of the 

year.

Cycling goes Greene

Participating in the 2011 Student 

World Games in Shenzhen, China, 

was a highlight for UCT cyclist 

Edward Greene (in picture, front) who 

competed in the 160km Road Race, 

a technical and tough race in 42oC 

heat. With the rest of the SA squad, 

he also participated in the 50km Team 

Time Trial. The squad finished seventh 

overall, beating many nations with 

more fully equipped teams. In 2012 

Greene plans to spend time in Europe, 

hoping to be signed by a European 

team, to take his cycling to the next 

level.

Paddle power

UCT’s Canoe Club notched up 

several successes in 2011 with Stuart 

Maclaren’s selection to the South 

African Olympic squad. Highlights 

for 2011 were inclusion in the SA 

U23 team at the World Cup in 

Germany. He was third in the U23 

side in the 1000m K4 at the Bochum 

International Regatta, second in K2 at 

Tugela 20, second in the K2 Dash and 

Crash (pre-Dusi race), second in the 

K1 3 000m Long Distance at the KZN 

Champs, first in the U21 (and fifth 

overall) at the SA Champs 500m K2 

final and first U21 (and sixth overall) in 

the Breede River Marathon.

Swimming in sync

UCT students Fatima Isaacs and Emma 

Manners-Wood were part of the first 

South African synchronised swimming 

squad in 13 years to compete in 

a senior World Championship 

event when they took part in the 

International Swimming Federation 

World Championships in Shanghai, 

China, in 2011. South Africa last 

sent a synchronised swimming team 

to the 1998 world championships in 

Perth, where the team placed 27th. 

The Championships also served 

as qualifiers for the 2012 Olympic 

Games, with South Africa needing 

to beat Egypt to secure a place. 

However, their scores were not high 

enough to thwart the North Africans.

EXTRAMURAL ACHIEVEMENTS
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Mountain high

Seven intrepid UCT climbers tackled 

Chandra-Bagah 13A (over 6 000m) 

in the Indian Himalayas to master 

snow and ice climbing and feed their 

experience back into the club for 

future mountaineering expeditions. 

Although local peaks are enticing, 

none offers the altitudes and weather 

conditions local climbers need to 

master tougher snow- and ice-bound 

peaks, said Wiebke Toussaint, 

leader of the UCT Mountain and 

Ski Club’s “modest expedition to 

immodest mountains”. This was the 

first UCT Mountain and Ski Club 

expedition since 2006, when an 

11-member team ventured into the 

Patagonian Andes.

Rowers set sights on 
Olympics

UCT rowers excelled in 2011, 

establishing a formidable platform 

for 2012. The men’s first crew won 

the eights race at the SASSU Sprints 

and was the top university crew at all 

sprint regattas throughout the year. 

Leo Davis, Marcus Crowther, Chase 

Hyde and Joe Muller were awarded 

Full Blues. For the first time in many 

years the club had an U23 national 

rower in Marcus Crowther. He 

partnered with Stephen Mattushek 

(Wits) in the U23 World Rowing 

Championships in Amsterdam in July 

and they came 2nd in the B final, or 

8th overall.

Above: Synchronised 
swimmers Fatima Isaacs 
and Emma Manners-Wood 
were part of the national 
squad who competed in the 
Swimming Federation World 
Championships in 2011.

Left: Members of the UCT 
Mountain and Ski Club on 
Chandra-Bagah 13A in the 
Indian Himalayas.

Below: UCT rower Marcus 
Crowther competed in 
the U23 World Rowing 
Championships in 2011.
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UCT rugby’s landmark season

In beating the University of Pretoria 

in the final of the 2011 Varsity Cup, 

the Ikey Tigers finally wrested the 

trophy from Stellenbosch University’s 

Maties, the winners in each of the 

competition’s first three years. In May 

they also beat the Maties in the annual 

Intervarsity and then beat Victorians 

– Stellenbosch’s ‘second team’, the 

bonus point win earning UCT the 

Western Province Super League A title, 

their first championship title since 1974. 

The Ikey Tigers also clinched the Team 

of the Year award at UCT’s annual 

Student Leadership Awards. Off the 

field they were equally inspirational, 

renovating the Sisters home for 

abused women and children, running 

a coaching clinic and drumming up 

support for Green Week. 

Shaw sails for South Africa

First-year mechanical engineering 

student Matthew Shaw (below)

participated in the All African Games 

in Maputo in 2011as part of the South 

African sailing team. After the first day 

of racing he was lying second overall. 

As the regatta progressed, Shaw was 

consistently sailing in the top four, until 

a disqualification in one race landed 

him in sixth place overall. However, 

it was gratifying, Shaw said, to prove 

that he was capable of competing with 

the fastest sailors at the Games.
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